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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Well, that didn’t take long! Mere weeks after my announcement that I was reintroducing my

deleted article archives and moving them to the Substack Library for paid subscribers, the

mainstream press started calling on Substack to censor and cull vaccine critics from its

platform.

There are very good reasons why my content has moved to Substack under a Private

Membership Agreement. All proceeds will be donated to our nonproDts, just like the proDts from

my book — there is no Dnancial motivation for doing this. The reasons for doing this will be

revealed in due time.

To their credit, Substack CEO Chris Best and his two cofounders have brushed off calls for

censorship, saying that allowing “the presence of writers with whom we strongly disagree” is a

“necessary precondition for creating more trust in the information ecosystem as a whole,”  and

that:

"We believe that critique and discussion of controversial issues are part of robust

discourse, so we work to 9nd a reasonable balance between these two priorities."

Hit Piece Parade

A recent hit piece by The Washington Post titled “Conspiracy Theorists, Banned on Major Social

Networks, Connect with Audiences on Newsletters and Podcasts”  highlights how, after social

media platforms have been successfully scrubbed of counternarratives, alternative platforms like

Substack are now beginning to face the same kind of scrutiny:

“Joseph Mercola, a leading anti-vaccine advocate whose screeds have been restricted by

YouTube and Facebook, this month warned that the unvaccinated might soon be

imprisoned in government-run camps. The week before, he circulated a study purporting

to use government data to prove that more children had died of COVID-19 shots than

from the coronavirus itself.

Shut down by major social media platforms, Mercola has found a new way to spread

these debunked claims: on Substack, the subscription-based newsletter platform that is

increasingly a hub for controversial and often misleading perspectives about the

coronavirus.

Substack, which researchers from the nonpro9t Center for Countering Digital Hate say

makes millions of dollars off anti-vaccine misinformation, last week defended its

tolerance for publishing ‘writers with whom we strongly disagree.’

Prominent 9gures known for spreading misinformation, such as Mercola, have Socked to

Substack, podcasting platforms, and a growing number of right-wing social media

networks over the past year after getting kicked off or restricted on Facebook, Twitter,

and YouTube.”

As noted in the article, there’s a fundamental difference between social media platforms like

Facebook and platforms like Substack. On Substack, our information goes speciDcally to those

who have opted in to get it. Those who want full access actually pay for that access. But even

that is unacceptable to those who want to control every thought in your head.

According to the WaPo, censored content is censored because it could “potentially lead people to

engage in behaviors that endanger themselves and others.” Hence, you shouldn’t even be allowed

to get it even if you want it so badly that you’re willing to pay for it.

Mashable  and The Guardian  also recently published near-identical hit pieces, calling me out by

name as one of the primary “anti-vax” proDteers on Substack. What these and other articles like

them so clearly show is that when they can’t win an argument, or they’re on the wrong side of

history, they simply try to shut the opposition down to cover up their own inadequacies.

On a quick side note, the rapid growth of paid subscription platforms has now led to Twitter and

Facebook making plans for their own paid subscription-based newsletters. What they seem to

have completely overlooked is the REASON why people are turning to paid platforms.

They Vock there because that’s where the truth — the censored information — is. No one in their

right mind is going to pay for more Twitter and Facebook propaganda.

Same Shady Propaganda Tactics as Always

As is the norm with hit pieces, the WaPo sent us a request for comment at 4:52 p.m. and then

published early in the morning stating that “Mercola did not respond to a request for comment.”

Leaving no time to respond and then claiming no response could be obtained, as if they actually

tried, is a classic move to avoid giving the person they’re defaming the chance to say something

that makes THEM look like idiots.

Another classic propaganda tactic employed in this piece is the projection that closed forums,

including newsletters, are “plagued with misinformation because they are essentially echo

chambers in which users share similar viewpoints.” Meanwhile, calling for censorship is by

default a call for the creation of an echo chamber!

Dark Money Hate Group Wags the Media Dog

Also rote by now is the media’s reliance on statements made by the Center for Countering Digital

Hate (CCDH), which claims Substack is generating “at least $2.5 million a year in revenue from

just Dve anti-vaccine leaders who have amassed tens of thousands of subscribers, each paying

$50 a year.”

The CCDH also claims the content on Substack is “so bad no one else will host it.” That seems

pretty illogical, if you ask me, considering people are willing to pay for content they were used to

getting for free.

Normally, people aren’t willing to pay for something they think is useless, or worse, will harm

them if followed. When it comes to health in particular, it usually only takes one or two failed

recommendations to turn people off for all time. So, why would people follow me onto a paid

platform?

Funny enough, in its latest report,  the CCDH claims “The New York Times described the

osteopathic physician Joseph Mercola as the most inVuential spreader of coronavirus

misinformation online in 2021.” Meanwhile, The New York Times cites  the CCDH as the source

of that claim! So, the CCDH is using media reports of its own fabricated claims about me to

support yet another set of defamatory claims.

They’ve obviously failed to update their lies as they never integrated Joe Rogan into their

equation. His interviews with Peter McCullough and Robert Malone together garnered over 100

million views, putting him far, far ahead of me in reaching the public.

A Coordinated Brainwashing Campaign

The fact that all multiple news outlets rely on the CCDH’s reports, while never asking any

questions about the group itself, or how it justiDes its fake claims, is a sureDre indication that a

PR company is directing this censorship campaign.

That’s what PR companies do — they craft the messaging and coordinate the timing of the

publication of that information. Reporters, meanwhile, have surrendered to this top-down

dissemination of “news” and ceased to even pretend that they’re following journalistic standards.

None of them points out that Facebook itself has called out the CCDH as a fabricator of lies.

August 18, 2021, Facebook’s vice president of content policy, Monika Bickert, issued a

statement  saying there is no evidence to support the CCDH’s claims that 12 people were

responsible for 73% of vaccine misinformation on Facebook. After an investigation, they found

we were in fact responsible for only a tiny fraction — 0.05% — of all vaccine content on Facebook.

Here’s an excerpt from Bickert’s statement:

“In recent weeks, there has been a debate about whether the global problem of COVID-19

vaccine misinformation can be solved simply by removing 12 people from social media

platforms. People who have advanced this narrative contend that these 12 people are

responsible for 73% of online vaccine misinformation on Facebook. There isn’t any

evidence to support this claim …

In fact, these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-

related content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they’ve shared,

whether true or false, as well as URLs associated with these people.

The report  upon which the faulty narrative is based analyzed only a narrow set of 483

pieces of content over six weeks from only 30 groups, some of which are as small as

2,500 users. They are in no way representative of the hundreds of millions of posts that

people have shared about COVID-19 vaccines in the past months on Facebook.

Further, there is no explanation for how the organization behind the report identi9ed the

content they describe as ‘anti-vax’ or how they chose the 30 groups they included in their

analysis. There is no justi9cation for their claim that their data constitute a

‘representative sample’ of the content shared across our apps.”

Who and What Is the CCDH?

So, just what is the CCDH? It’s one-man organization with undisclosed funding and highly suspect

connections to the technocratic “deep state.” Since the beginning of the COVID pandemic in

2020, the CCDH has been on the forefront calling for censorship and deplatforming of anyone

who questions experimental COVID jabs.

Indeed, there’s reason to suspect that’s why this organization was founded in the Drst place. It

fabricates “reports” Dlled with opinions not backed by any solid data, and those reports are then

used by mainstream media and government leaders to justify this censorship racket.

Aside from its founder and CEO Imran Ahmed, an unregistered foreign agent, the CCDH consists

of a seven-person board of directors that “supports and scrutinizes” Ahmed’s work. And, while

funding is stated as coming primarily from “philanthropic trusts,” no speciDc trusts are listed.

Digging into the composition of the board of directors provides us with some interesting clues as

to its purpose. Through the connection of cofounder Morgan McSweeney — who left the CCDH

for a chief of staff position with Labor Pary leader Keir Starmer — we can deduce that the CCDH

is connected with the technocratic hub that is the Trilateral Commission, where Starmer is a

serving member.

The group can also be linked to other technocratic centers within the globalist network through

its board chairman Simon Clark and board member Kirsty McNeill.

Clark is a senior fellow for the policy think-tank Center for American Progress and chairman of

Foreign Policy for America, other members of which include Stephen Grand, a senior fellow of the

Atlantic Council, and Avril Haines, former deputy director of the CIA and a participant in Event

201.

Simon also served as the Drst director of web services for Reuters, one of the three global news

agencies responsible for curating a vast majority of the world’s news. McNeill, meanwhile, is a

member of the European Council of Foreign Relations — another key player behind The Great

Reset — and director of policy for Save the Children Fund, which is funded by the Gates

Foundation and a partner of Gates’ GAVI Vaccine Alliance.

Another board member is Damian Collins, a member of the British Parliament and former chair of

the House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee. Collins also founded

Infotagion, which “seeks to Dght the disinformation contagion about COVID-19.”

CCDH Protects The Great Reset Agenda

When you think about it, isn’t it rather curious that the Constitutional rights of American citizens

are violated based on the opinions of an unregistered foreign agent who runs a tiny little pop-up

group funded by dark money?  As noted in a July 20, 2021, Drill Down article:

“According to its website, the left-wing Center for Countering Digital Hate prides itself on

‘researching, exposing, and then shutting down users and news sites it deems

unacceptable in the digital sphere.’ Users and news sites it deems unacceptable? That

seems potentially dangerous, considering we know very little about the CCDH. Senator

Josh Hawley (R-MO) expressed his concerns on Twitter with the following post:

‘Who is funding this overseas dark money group — Big Tech? Billionaire activists? Foreign

governments? We have no idea. Americans deserve to know what foreign interests are

attempting to inSuence American democracy’ …

No one knows who funds them. No one knows who is driving their research. But their

9ndings are being used in censorship efforts under the guise of controlling

misinformation?”

Who’s Behind the Attack on Joe Rogan?

Spotify is another platform under Dre thanks to the extraordinary reach of Joe Rogan, who

continues to interview doctors and scientists about all the things mainstream media refuse to

touch. With each passing blockbuster interview, the call to take Rogan off the air grows louder.

Even U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy has called on Spotify to ban Rogan’s show.

In the video at the top of this article, Saagar Enjeti, host of “Saagar’s Breaking Points,” takes a

deep dive into the hedge funds behind the campaign by Neil Young and other artists to cancel

Rogan and hurt Spotify’s bottom-line.

It all began when Young posted an open letter on social media, demanding Spotify make a choice

— Rogan or him. Unless they ditch Rogan, Young would pull his music off Spotify. Spotify

complied and pulled Young’s material.

The problem with Young’s apparent virtue signaling is that he doesn’t own all of his music

anymore. In January 2021 he sold 50% of his worldwide copyright and income interests in his

1,180 song catalogue to a company called Hipgnosis.  Hipgnosis, in turn, was bankrolled a few

months later, in October 2021, with $1 billion from private equity giant Blackstone,  which is

seeking to gobble up real estate in the U.S. and turn us into a nation of renters.

And, just one month after that, in November 2021 — perhaps not so coincidentally — the world’s

largest asset management Drm, BlackRock, decided to “short” sell Hipgnosis by betting £8.9

million (approximately $12.1 million) against Hipgnosis’ £1.5 billion investment trust.

Among Blackstone’s senior advisers is Jeffrey Kinder,  a former chairman and CEO of PDzer.

Hipgnosis/Blackstone, with their intimate PDzer connection, now own and proDt from Young’s

music. So, as suggested by Enjeti, it appears there may be far more to this story than Young

deciding it’s too dangerous to rock in a free world.

Spotify Is Not a Supporter of Free Speech

Ironically, while Spotify is trying to maintain the illusion that they’re pro free speech and support

Rogan, they’ve not only eaten away at Rogan’s valuable library that they paid so heftily for (as of

April 13, 2021, 42 episodes had been quietly removed ), they also canceled my “Take Control of

Your Health” podcast in April 2021 for saying the same things Rogan and his guests discuss

today.

The takedown notiDcation stated my podcast was in violation of their content policies, which

include a prohibition of infringing content, illegal content and hate content — none of which

applies, but the entire channel was taken down anyway, without recourse.

Now, Joe Rogan is sharing the same exact information that I was banned for. Spotify will,

however, place “misinformation” warning labels on any show that might not toe the line of the

oncial COVID narrative — another sign that Spotify isn’t the safe haven for free speech that

Rogan thought it would be.

“ It is not hyperbole to observe that there is now a
concerted war on any platforms devoted to free
discourse and which refuse to capitulate to the
demands of Democratic politicians and liberal
activists to censor. The spear of the attack are
corporate media outlets, who demonize and try to
render radioactive any platforms that allow free
speech to flourish. ~ Glenn Greenwald”

In the past, my team challenged Spotify in arbitration after they removed a couple of my

episodes, including one on the topic of electromagnetic Delds (EMFs). They made speciDc

statements about why certain content could be removed, and the episodes did not fall under any

of those categories.

The judge at arbitration, however, said Spotify’s terms of service allowed them to remove

anything, for any reason, so there was nothing we could do. We may have been one of the only

ones in history to have challenged Spotify on arbitration, as they’ve since updated their terms of

service and changed arbitration so that it must take place in New York.

They’ve changed all their policy on this and have continued to blatantly censor content with no

explanation other than a vague “violation” of their terms of service.

A ‘Religion of Censorship’

In a January 30, 2022, ZeroHedge article, independent journalist Glenn Greenwald, himself a

Substack refugee, noted:

“Pressure campaign to remove Joe Rogan from Spotify reveals liberal religion of

censorship. American liberals are obsessed with 9nding ways to silence and censor their

adversaries.

Every week, if not every day, they have new targets they want de-platformed, banned,

silenced, and otherwise prevented from speaking or being heard (by ‘liberals,’ I mean the

term of self-description used by the dominant wing of the Democratic Party).

For years, their preferred censorship tactic was to expand and distort the concept of

"hate speech” to mean "views that make us uncomfortable,” and then demand that such

“hateful” views be prohibited on that basis. For that reason, it is now common to hear

Democrats assert, falsely, that the First Amendment's guarantee of free speech does not

protect ‘hate speech.’

Their political culture has long inculcated them to believe that they can comfortably

silence whatever views they arbitrarily place into this category without being guilty of

censorship.

Constitutional illiteracy to the side, the ‘hate speech’ framework for justifying censorship

is now insulcient because liberals are eager to silence a much broader range of voices

than those they can credibly accuse of being hateful.

That is why the newest, and now most popular, censorship framework is to claim that

their targets are guilty of spreading ‘misinformation’ or ‘disinformation.’ These terms, by

design, have no clear or concise meaning. Like the term ‘terrorism,’ it is their elasticity

that makes them so useful ...

Corporate outlets beloved by liberals are free to spout serious falsehoods without being

deemed guilty of disinformation, and, because of that, do so routinely. This

‘disinformation’ term is reserved for those who question liberal pieties, not for those

devoted to alrming them ...

It is not hyperbole to observe that there is now a concerted war on any platforms devoted

to free discourse and which refuse to capitulate to the demands of Democratic politicians

and liberal activists to censor. The spear of the attack are corporate media outlets, who

demonize and try to render radioactive any platforms that allow free speech to Sourish.”

Case in point: Chelsea Clinton — who was born into the lap of luxury and handed a cool $9 million

to serve on a corporate board — tweeted out The Guardian’s hit piece about anti-vaxxers making

at least $2.5 million a year from publishing on Substack, with the comment, “Anti-vaxx grift going

strong — why is Substack facilitating science denialists’ ability to proDt from destructive lies?”
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As noted by Alex Berenson  — another Substack refugee named by The Guardian aside from

myself — “Chelsea apparently expected Twitter high-Dves for her denunciation of ‘anti-vaxx grift.’

5,600 replies later, things did not go as planned.”

People had no problem Dnding articles pointing out Chelsea’s own inclination for grift — and

some were more popular than her original tweet. As noted by Berenson, “When the Drst reply

ripping you gets more likes than your tweet, you might want to reconsider whether your position

is as popular as you thought.”

Will the Censored Library Survive on Substack?

Whether Substack will keep to its course and resist demands for censorship remains to be seen.

For now, I’m optimistic.

“Last year, in an interview with the New York Times, anthropologist Heidi Larson, founder

of the Vaccine Con9dence Project, said that efforts to silence people who doubt the

elcacy of the COVID-19 vaccines won’t get us very far,” Substack cofounders Hamish

McKenzie, Chris Best and Jairaj Sethi wrote in a January 26, 2022, post.

“’If you shut down Facebook tomorrow,’ she said, ‘it’s not going to make this go away. It’ll

just move.’ Public health solutions, then, would have to come from a different approach.

‘We don’t have a misinformation problem,’ Larson said. ‘We have a trust problem.’

This point rings true to us. That’s why, as we face growing pressure to censor content

published on Substack that to some seems dubious or objectionable, our answer remains

the same: we make decisions based on principles not PR, we will defend free expression,

and we will stick to our hands-off approach to content moderation.

While we have content guidelines that allow us to protect the platform at the extremes,

we will always view censorship as a last resort, because we believe open discourse is

better for writers and better for society ...

We are living through an epidemic of mistrust ... Trust in social media and traditional

media is at an all-time low. Trust in the U.S. federal government to handle problems is at

a near-record low. Trust in the U.S.’s major institutions is within 2 percentage points of

the all-time low.

The consequences are profound. Declining trust is both a cause and an effect of

polarization, reSecting and giving rise to conditions that further compromise our

con9dence in each other and in institutions ...

To put it plainly: censorship of bad ideas makes people less likely, not more likely, to trust

good ideas. The key to making this all work is giving power to writers and readers. That’s

why at Substack we focus on subscriptions instead of advertising, and it’s why Substack

writers own and control their relationships with their readers.”

Without doubt, Substack is presently one of the best sources of “good ideas” available, for the

very reason that free speech is allowed. In the end, leadership that depends on censorship to

succeed tends to fail, for the simple reason that it erodes trust.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Dnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Censorship is the tool of choice for the weak and cowardly when they are unable or unwilling to enter into healthy debate because they

do not feel conDdent about the strength and validity of their own arguments and facts, or because they know their position is based on

lies and misinformation

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 12:11:50 AM
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read a phrase this morning that will stick with me for the rest of my days. It read: "Liberalism in a human ia as bad as Rabies in

any living organism. You will not get rid of it easily or at all".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 12:58:55 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Galeforce: We are not dealing with the merely weak, cowardly anymore. Do NOT be naive about these 'weak" entities. Something

more has entered into the mix. These entities regard US, you and me, as the ENEMIES now. So conserve your energy and be

careful what you say publicly.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:35:13 AM
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367, I agree with R.F. Kennedy, Jr., that this is a hill to die on. Galeforce is right and it makes me happy that Galeforce's

chutzpah is intact, since your's doesn't sound like it is to me. And quit being a Bossy Boots; it doesn't become you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:46:22 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Censorship is the tool that disables freedom of expression, it is the tool of a totalitarian state that does not defend the rights of

people. This humanity is being deceived, the techno-fascist manipulation and a direction to transhumanism devoid of soul and

ideology, which renounces the word of God. Let us keep an eye on hope because passions and rebellion are unleashed from the

great corruptions to achieve a better world. A new world order cannot be created by the nations without the support of the

people, a democratic attitude is needed, far from the corporatocracy and technofascist currents and that needs to be founded on

a world ethic that is supported and lived by people of all cultures that have human values as a basis of understanding.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 2:09:19 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why? What is your why? Why am I here studying Dr. Mercola and the many brilliant comments so I can gain insight and

understanding? My "WHY" - - Landon - age 11, Brooklyn - age 9, Regan age 8, and Rowan age 4. My Grand-kids - and their future.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 8:07:31 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they Dght you, then you win"--Mahatma Gandhi.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 11:01:00 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arthur, Have been suspecting Fauci Gates and all to be working on their universal Vu vaccine, which appears to be in

development using mRNA, despite all the death and maiming of the unsuspecting populace. The Alex Jones Feb 5 interview of

Atty Tom Renz leads up to that point, and Tom says he's not certain...this needs to be followed more closely, as I have seen

signals that this, indeed, is the direction. Fauci's dream into a reality? We are all beagle dogs, indeed!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 11:45:19 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In freedom and health, there is Dghting the domination of large pharmaceutical companies, the censorship of institutions and ultimately

the deep state, the monopoly prices of medicine and the assault and imprisonment of people who dare to say the truth. truth about the

healing properties of superfoods and nutritional supplements. When the proDts of big pharmaceuticals are at stake, the dictatorship

enters the scene. Dr. Mercola's research work and the statements and protocols of many scientists have saved countless lives,

equipping ordinary people with the tools they need to manage their health and avoid falling victim to the death spiral of genetic

weapons called "vaccines." ”.

Media outlets like CNN, CCHR, and Big Tech have sought to control the narrative of this fake pandemic. NewsGuard's health-related

service called HealthGuard is also associated with CCHR. They are all destroyers of the truth of science, they are an essential part of a

fascism that is hard at work in America and spreading under the guise of a virus pandemic. The leaders of these elite globalist

associations are launching a "counter-offensive" against Americans who know what is really going on, and are mostly healthy people of

heart and spirit.

These plandemic-enriched liars say that the only way to stop the spread of the virus, Covid-19, is to launch a high-level military

counteroffensive against people who won't indulge in disease-inducing injections. People who believe in natural medicine do not like

transgenic injections of disease and death. Humanity is being spied on, subjected to all kinds of intrusions, uninformed, hypnotized due

to the Covid process and the path to the Great Reset. Freedom of expression, well represented by our hero Dr. Mercola, can never be

subdued by the interests of those who destroy the truth.
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juststeve
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Hey Gui. Thank you Legacy Media! There are two kinds of dirt - one washes off, the other doesn't. Keep right on lying for Snakes

& Predator$ & how long before the curtain is completely gone? Keep right on lying & calling what Doc reports as misinformation

but time after time so much is now accepted as Absolute Truth! When Legacy Media & their pretend fact checkers lie, they are

covered in dirt that doesn't wash off. They are murderers of their own wealth & trust. When what we have lived through, what our

community's lived through doesn't match their lies, force Doc & others to have to dig through Legacy Media, Institutional,

Authorities, Too Big's MUCK, they then accuse he & other truth seekers - dirty.

Yeah, well it's the kind of dirt that washes off, each & every time the Predator$ & their minions lies prove themselves to be lies.

Case in point, * “at least $2.5 million a year in revenue from just Dve anti-vaccine leaders who have amassed tens of thousands

of subscribers, each paying $50 a year.” * Really? How lame can they get? This only Vies for those who have been completely

captured by a Fear Campaign, the Mass Formation. Five "anti-vax leaders" combined making $2.5 million a year are such a threat

to their Market Science & bottom line when PDzer has made $37 billion on their Jab alone? To say nothing of their other

products, the other Big Pharma Jabs, or Gates in his manipulations with conjoined Trust & Business for private proDt.

Is this why CNN's veiwers are down 90%? Foreign inVuence? Say it ain't so...oh, my...who could have predicted when Dark Money

was legalized, Globalist through Transnational Corporations would use the Corp's same rights as a living human & their money as

their Freedom of Speech. Yet apparently, we real humans fall short of the deDnition of being human.  (By ‘liberals,’ I mean the

term of self-description used by the dominant wing of the Democratic Party). Correct, meaning the Clinton neo-liberal captured

DINO's.
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Thanks, Just, the truth is following the path of victory. Attorney Reiner Fuellmich made his opening statement before the Grand

Jury before the People's Court of Public Opinion. conducting a criminal investigation to prove crimes against humanity during the

C-19 pandemic. These lawyers say that governments around the world have been co-opted and inVuenced by corrupt

businesses. “Organizations like the WEF, WHO, IMF and BlackRock colluded with governments around the world… the population

to accept the so-called "vaccines"... The economic, social and health damage that these Crimes Against Humanity...” in the video

link ussanews.com/watch-attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-with-opening-statement..  (07/02/2022) Elon Musk: “If you scare people

enough, they will demand the removal of freedom.

This is the path to tyranny.” Fear has been weaponized. Governments, with the help of the mainstream media, have weaponized

fear. Because of this, society has been divided into two very different groups. One group suffers from Stockholm Syndrome, an

emotional response in which hostages develop a psychological bond with their captors. It is based on fear. Millions of Americans

may be suffering from Stockholm Syndrome, but millions of others are experiencing something very different.

It's called London Syndrome, a condition in which abductees refuse to do what their captors ask of them. We saw it last week

when thousands of Americans participated in the Defeat the Mandate rally. The “Freedom Convoy,” as truckers aptly dubbed it,

has captured the world's attention. Freedom of expression and refusal to be vaccinated are the goals.

www.theepochtimes.com/elon-musk-is-right-the-road-to-tyranny-is-paved-..

 GDl%2F5aaxVjSe49Hrlkp%2BUoQVe23AhLdaqevVcaVixv6VnPceerGG9fgKJojx3Qw3 (02/05/2022)
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Gui; the LIES and DECEPTION are so vast...how do we even begin to explain it to the average person, when they have total and

complete trust in the mainstream corporate media? When I'm told: "Don't believe everything you read"; what they really mean is

"Don't believe anything you read, unless it comes from the mainstream corporate media"!
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"Randy et al", "Gui; the LIES and DECEPTION are so vast..." Yeah, and here is Trudeau's right-hand-man, minister of national

security, in charge of all the covid propaganda, www.deviantart.com/superleviathan/art/Year-06-Dudley-Do-Right-55425417..
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Thanks Randy, it seems that the lies are reaching people's minds less. A recent survey found that US health authorities. The US

has low conDdence ratings when it comes to information about the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic. It showed that less than half

of those surveyed trusted the country's health authorities. The online poll conducted by NewsNation and Decision Desk HQ

interviewed more than 1,013 registered voters across the country. It examined the attitude of Americans toward the COVID-19

pandemic and how the government responded. NewsNation published the results of the survey on January 10, reVecting a

mistrust of federal health authorities. Survey Dnds only 10% of Americans trust the media on COVID, 30% trust Fauci.

whitehouse.news/2022-01-19-poll-health-authorities-low-trust-ratings-c..  (01/19/2022)
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Thank you Grulla, it must be the horse that Trudeau used to escape so as not to be subject to reprisals from the truckers.

😊😊

 A

Canadian trucker who helped organize the "Truckers for Freedom 2022" rally, which involved a nearly 50-mile-long convoy of

trucks and other vehicles, said Friday that he and other drivers are being tracked electronically by the Prime Minister's

administration. Minister Justin Trudeau. Additionally, the driver told Fox News' Tucker Carlson that Trudeau is pressuring

President Joe Biden's regime to do the same to American drivers, suggesting that both governments may be "sharing

intelligence" with citizens in ways that lead to more widespread electronic surveillance. in the future. "We've seen Canada go

from a country of Justin Trudeau's cheery promises to dark oppression and authoritarian control," he said, as Carlson nodded.

twitter.com/.../1486879324825427972  (01/28/2022)
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Hi GUI, Please share this on 4 people talking about gain of function in 2014 ! You are on here a lot more than me and you are

followed for your wisdom.....  They talk about the USA 

🇺🇸

 stopping gain of function- www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751
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I purchased a copy of Dr. Mercola's Book. Then, a relative bought several copies and mailed me another one. I hate to waste a good

book, so I decided to turn it into a "traveling book". I thought about who I should give priority to reading it to. I decided medical

practitioners would be a good place to start. I tell people to let me know when they are done reading it and suggest they try to get thru it

in 3 weeks. So far, I have given the book to 3 people. In all cases, their prompt response was that they did not need 3 weeks to read it.

Some sat down and read it with their spouse or family. Each person told me they went out and bought a copy of their own. (Sneaky me...

I had also suggested they might want to own a copy so they could use yellow highlighter and write notes in the margins.) I have person

number 4 waiting for it next.

I Dgure the way to make change is to open minds. The book is a useful tool that does that very well. If nothing else, many people who

are close-minded will read it just to Dnd fault and prove me (us) wrong. Then, they end up getting woke and converted. I am still

disappointed that I was not able to get an autographed copy although I tried to request one. I recommend others do the same. Just

imagine if every one of us did this. it is not only those who read the book, but those who read the book and talk to others.
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Almond, this is such an innovative and beautiful idea. You're doing so much good with this and the message will have wings. Well

done!
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There are several “little free library “ boxes in my town. Maybe I should make a donation.
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Almond-what a great idea! Maybe I should buy one for the ladies in my book club as my pick of the month…I’m the only one

unjabbed.
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Great job Almond! I would like to loan mine to my parents but I'm afraid they would burn it!
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Gain of function research in 2014 - www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751
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If you were not directly over the target, Doc, they would not be going to such lengths to shut you down..
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https://youtu.be/zWXLlJH7MgM  PLEASE HELP US IF YOU CAN - EMAIL MAYOR JIM WATSON AND CITY OF OTTAWA COUNCILLORS

TO PROTEST UNLAWFUL POLICE SEARCH AND SEIZURE. (THEY'RE TAKING THE TRUCKERS' FUEL). We are trying to preserve the video

above as it's vital evidence. There are others like this on YouTube. Truckers are keeping their cool.  I've been busy all day trying to help

them after the police did unlawful search and seizure of fuel. Mayor Jim Watson and the City of Ottawa Councillors are responsible and

the Chief of Police, Peter Sloly - CBC Radio 1, quoted him saying, the world is mad. (And he doesn't mean that the way we do...). They

claim city is under siege.

IT IS NOT - everyone's having a great time, or was. One of us is monitoring a FB anti-protest page.  There's been a ruckus over the

millions in the GoFundMe - dincult to determine if any of it's been released. Lawyers targeting and trawling for downtown residents to

form Class Action suit so that they can access the $10,000,000 fund. I exposed 2 of them.  My email below is to the mayor and I

retained a copy. (Total 24 Councillors including mayor). Attention: Mayor Jim Watson The police, under the direction of Chief Peter

Sloly, are currently involved in unlawful search and seizure of fuel which is the property of the Freedom Convoy Truckers.

Ottawa is not under siege and this is not an emergency. This peaceful protest represents the vast and silent no more Canadian majority.

 I am retaining a time and date stamped copy of this email to you to be presented as evidence after you are charged and at trial.  Stop

this illegal action now.  evolvetoecology.org/2022/02/06/dr-fuelmichs-Drst-public-grand-jury/  This URL above is about Dr. Reiner

Fuellmich and I haven't had time to read it - the word Portugal is in it. Gui, do you know anything about this, please? I thought Reiner was

going to Poland, but the US is occupying it for the false Vag Biden Ukraine war.
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Well done for your efforts; cheering you on from the UK.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Retsbew. Bravo for the truckers and for the public grand jury of Dr. Reiner Fuellmich. Covid has separated freedom

Dghters from tyrants. This civil unrest, protests in many countries have been building to reach Dght against dictators. The Biden

regime, Democratic leaders and their media stooges have been so busy trying to dictate, intimidate, shame and threaten

Americans and Canadians, Australians etc. for not following their tyrannical liberal lines, but the march of freedom will be

stronger than the mandates.

Truckers are Dghting not only for their rights, but for all of our rights to live free from tyranny and forced medical procedures

where humanity is being used for experimentation with "vaccines" of disease and death. As this article describes, these types of

protests began during the past year. • Parents participating in school meetings • Medical professionals taking on the Biden

regime, the CDC and the fascist Fauci • Conservatives and independents building their own “ecosystem” • Hollywood and/or

musicians who are divided on the line between freedom and dictatorship

• Strikes and strikes by workers who refuse to be used as guinea pigs for the ever-increasing number of shorts, punctures and

braces that so-called "experts" claim will Dnally end Covid…… The link includes videos. Bottom line: "The whiny stalkers in

America and around the world really have no idea what's in store for them, because we're no longer willing to play by their rules."

allnewspipeline.com/Cry-Bullies_Of_America_Have_No_Idea_What_Happens.p..  (03/02/2022)
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Pipblanc, I'm from Dorset ;) I'm listening to the Fuellmich start of Grand Jury and it's so, so healing! Wowzers, they will do it for

sure. xxx
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, thank you and I love your Dnish: "Bottom line: "The whiny stalkers in America and around the world really have no idea what's

in store for them, because we're no longer willing to play by their rules." In Ottawa, the capital of Canada, the whiny stalkers also

happen to be "Civil Servants." And downtown Ottawa is full of them. I'm so proud of the Truckers - they've behaved above

reproach.  Clearing the sidewalks MUCH better than the city does, tying their garbage to the iron fences, offering food to the

homeless when they have a cook-out. But it isn't over yet. I've done a lot today to try and help them and tomorrow will probably be

the same. I can see the trucks from my balcony at night. I should really shoot some pix, but it's maybe -30C out there.  Gui, if

Reiner's in Portugal, do you think you can go and say hi? I have to go to bed, up til 5 a.m. too much lately.

 www.thelibertybeacon.com/reiner-fuellmichs-grand-jury-day-1-opening-st..
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, truckers let people sleep from 10 p.m. at night till morning. Thanks for the wonderful job that you and others do.
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ATTORNEY DR. REINER FUELLMICH WITH OPENING STATEMENTS AT GRAND JURY INVESTIGATION INTO THE C-19 PANDEMIC!

Attorney Reiner Fuellmich gave his opening statements to the Grand Jury Proceeding by the People’s Court of Public Opinion.

Fuelmich has a group of international attorneys conducting a criminal investigation modeled after Grand Jury Proceedings to

prove crimes against humanity throughout the C-19 pandemic. "These lawyers say the world governments have been co-opted

and inVuenced by corrupt companies. Organizations like the WEF, WHO, IMF and BlackRock colluded with governments

worldwide to stage a pandemic that they had been planning for years, according to the attorneys.

They then deliberately created mass panic through false statements of fact and a socially engineered psychological operation

whose messages they conveyed through the corporate media. The purpose of this mass panic was to persuade the population to

agree to the so-called “vaccinations” which have in the meantime been proven to be neither effective, nor safe, but extremely

dangerous, even lethal. The economic, social, and health damage that these Crimes Against Humanity have caused to the world’s

population can be measured in hundreds of trillions of dollars........" In the video link

ussanews.com/watch-attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-with-opening-statement..  (02/07/2022)

rumble.com/vu5e9x-grand-jury-the-court-of-public-opinion-dr.-reiner-fu..  (02/05/2002)

thetruedefender.com/watch-attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-with-opening-st..  (02/07/2022)
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Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, these truckers are really hitting the Canadian political nerve. Imagine when they quit trucking in supplies? 3 days and the

grocery stores are empty! Hungry much? This protest is their warning. When hunger strikes the everyday man, what do the

leaders do next? The public can’t be controlled when starving! After the Canadian police went after church pastors, I lost all

respect for this government. Who do they go after next?   No maskers 

✔

  No 6’ social distancing 

✔

  Unvaxed 

✔

  No vaccine

passports 

✔

  Celebrating with families 

✔

  Pastors 

✔

  Truckers 

✔

    Life insurance companies reporting 40% increase in death

payouts? Why?  Morticians reporting on the state of blood clot Dlled dead bodies? Why?  Death numbers that can’t be hidden

anymore? Why?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the link to the text and the other links. It is becoming so dincult to keep up with all the truthful info that's coming

to the surface; but I/we must! Our Rights and Freedoms are literally at stake!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so very much for your action and effort, retsbew. I learned of this yesterday and it made me sick to my stomach. There

is so much at stake that evil will stop at nothing to achieve its agenda. This truly is a hill to die on.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew-thanks for the info!
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Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew thank you for the information both about the truckers and Reiner's grand jury. I was looking through the list of lawyers

etc. I didnt see any from the UK. I thought perhaps some from England as Boris is a bit more relaxed. Not so North of the border,

Scotland seems entrenched by our Nicola Sturgeon and the MSM in believing this covid jargon. I spoke to my elderly sister last

night and she was concerned her great grandson of 12 has covid after a 3 tests neg and 1 test pos. Both his young parents are

jabbed, and my sister was hoping her great grandson also would get the "vaccine". No convincing on my part could get through to

her. I feel like weeping for Scotland's children.
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One Mountie worth listening to www.bitchute.com/.../m8RPBZiJJFVx
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Thank you for all you are doing and for this! evolvetoecology.org/2022/02/06/dr-fuelmichs-Drst-public-grand-jury/  - I'll be

sharing this site to everyone on my list! Mihail, that was a great listen also! Personal security of Trudeau resigns. Very good.
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Retsbew, thanks for the link to the International investigation by the Grand Jury. The sound begins at 10:00. The 5 minute

opening remarks by N. Ana Garner, Attorney at Law USA, gives the reasons for the investigation and that it is being conducted in

the court of Public Opinion based on Natural Law. If folks are tuning out because of the length, over an hour, I would encourage

everyone to watch the 5 minute opening by N. Ana Garner. I would also encourage everyone to watch the entire proceeding which

will include information that jurisdictions around the world can use within a legal court in their countries for the massive

violations of crimes against humanity.
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I've already received my refund from gofundme.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, lots of posts here. I didn't see the following, which came in my email. You can donate here. I'm not Catholic, but get their

emails and have signed many petitions. They are a wonderful organization with informative website, staying on top of the many

critical issues of the day. You can donate here for the truckers through LifeSiteNews.com and know it will be a safe way to give.

 www.lifefunder.com/truckerwage
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katzpaw
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Add as Friend  Send Message

we love you Dr. Mercola, don't ever forget it. You are very valuable to us and your expertise in the medical Deld is awesome. Please don't

let anyone deter you from continuing your good work for the people. God bless you and my prayers are with you!
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MrPOrangi
Joined On 7/18/2009 12:58:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What you folk are doing is one of the strongest weapons millions of us all over the globe have in our survival kit. Stay strong we are

eternally grateful. From New Zealand
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snydersofvlora
Joined On 8/31/2019 11:17:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Europeans won't even let me open a Dr Mercola article! I have to use a VPN or I get a message that "this sight is undergoing

maintenance"
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I've also sometimes seen that message, but I'm in USA where I guessed that the site really is down for maintenance.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations dr. Mercola, for being attacked by (clearly coordinated) media. This means you are doing a good job exposing them.

They attack you, because they fear your inVuence and knowledge. So in fact a great compliment to your efforts to inform us. And thank

you very much for this very good article exposing the players behind these media's, being deep state and global elite of Dlthy rich

billionaires, who polute the world with their private jets. Chairman of the Board for CCDH Simon Clark is a nonresident senior fellow at

the leftist Center for American Progress (CAP), which is funded by billionaire George Soros. He is part of deep state and WEF.

Soros’s Open Society Foundations gave CAP $1,625,000 between 2019-2020 alone. Soros is the man behind regime change in so many

countries, funded Black lives matter, He promotes climate change narrative like WEF. He selected Barack Obama to be president

together with Zbigniew_Brzezinsk. Hillary Clinton is part of deep state, and involved in regime changes as her exposed emails showed.

Her assistant Huma Abedin was selected in 2012 by WEF Young Global Leaders, Chelsea Clinton also. ~~*~~ Read more about CCDH

Imran Ahmed in this article. www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/mrc-brent-bozell-center-for-countering-di..   Interesting in the article the

same people are behind the media attack against people who doubt the global warming narrative promoted by Al Gore (and WEF, Gore

is also member), because it's a part of the WEF scheme to control the world.

The CCDH is anything but impartial in the climate change debate. Gore said that more thatn 20 years ago that by 2010 no polar bears

would exist because of the melting ice. However the ice is still there and there are more polar bears than ever. 10.000 years ago, Europe

was covered by ice. (Ice age) So how come that ice has gone?
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See en.wikipedia.org/.../Zbigniew_Brzezinski  Under Reagan Brzezinski came with a plan to support radical islamists like Osama

Ben Laden using the CIA to provide weapons and money. Talibanleaders were invited into the White House, called hero's, photo's

and video's exist of Reagan with Taliban. But strangly now is denied, promoted as fake, but I did see it on tv-news at the time.

Also Stallone was asked at that time to make another Rambo movie about Afghanistan, as to brainwash the public to support the

Taliban and Osama for being the good guys.

Afhanistan was important as part of control of the world. Brzezinski made no secret about how to control the world, in his book,

THE GRAND CHESSBOARD - Take Over World. (1997) You can download it for free. Brzezinski identiDed 5 key geostrategic

players on the emerging chessboard in his strategy to control the world, inspired by British Harold Mackinder. About WEF see:

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Economic_Forum#Corporate_capture_of_global..  The WEF thinks that the globalised world is

probably best managed by a coalition of multinational corporations, governments and civil society organizations (CSOs),[6]

which it expresses through initiatives like the "Great Reset"[7] and the "Global Redesign".[8] Undemocratic decision making (sub

head Wikipedia)

According to the European Parliament's Think Tank, critics see the WEF as an instrument for political and business leaders to

"take decisions without having to account to their electorate or shareholders".[133] Since 2009, the WEF has been working on a

project called the Global Redesign Initiative (GRI), which proposes a transition away from intergovernmental decision-making

towards a system of multi-stakeholder governance. According to the Transnational Institute, the Forum is hence planning to

replace a recognised democratic model with a model where a self-selected group of "stakeholders" make decisions on behalf of

the people
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Corporate capture of global and democratic institutions (another subhead of the same wikipedia page) The World Economic

Forum's "Global Redesign" report suggests to create "public-private" United Nations (UN) in which selected agencies operate and

steer global agendas under shared governance systems.[6] It says that a globalised world is probably best managed by a

coalition of multinational corporations, governments and civil society organizations (CSOs),[6] which it expresses through

initiatives like the "Great Reset"[7] and the "Global Redesign".[8]

In September 2019, more than 400 civil society organizations and 40 international networks heavily criticised a partnership
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agreement between WEF and the United Nations and called on the UN Secretary-General to end it.[143] They see such an

agreement as a "disturbing corporate capture of the UN, which moved the world dangerously towards a privatised global

governance".[144] The Dutch Transnational Institute think tank summarises that we are increasingly entering a world where

gatherings such as Davos are "a silent global coup d'etat" to capture governance.[134]  The numbers are wikipedia links to

articles.
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ETCows
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Explains why so many of the rich buy ocean front homes, right? God is in control of climate change and hairspray is not. Want to

see pollution? Look at Mexico City! Are they doing climate change overhauls as it is a worldwide cause?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Hi ETCows, well said. Also look at China, every week they open a new coal-Dred power plant. Also India.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Pete - Leftist group? I think rabid Centrists, since Starmer likes them. Surely they've helped take out the real Left of UK's Labour

on fake antisemitism accusations, and that includes many Jewish members. But certainly CCDH are poison.
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Hi bee70578, I'm not British, but Dutch, so I don't know in details, but what got from the news, I have to agree with you.
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Gain of function research in Germany in 2014 - www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless you Dr.M and your efforts to share the truth across the globe. Stay strong and keep going — we are with you 

💓

.. This is

personal for those of us who share your perspective. I am offended and saddened by such attempts at censorship but not surprised.

Those media sources are preaching to their choirs and followers and love to use their creepy tactics — a sprinkle of lies and fear (much

just like the jab with its time-released poison) to villainize the individuals who are “non-mainstream” and strengthen their hold on their

gullible supporters. = deeper bondage. SMH.  I do not appreciate any attempts on silencing alternatives. Also I do not contract out

discernment of the truth.. I follow my heart and head and trust what I Dnd. Power to the people, praying for strength and victory.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gratitude dear Luvvvy, for the recognition and defense of freedom of expression. Dr. Mercola is, above all, a great defender of

justice, freedom and natural health. This collective effort of Dr. Mercola and great scientists who denounce the interests of large

corporations and government power based on the censorship of freedom of expression will always be denounced by people who

need true science to defend their health and their civil rights.. A great hope of achieving a turning point in all areas of society to

facilitate social development, to face the great challenges of humanity, the search for solutions to solve the most pressing

problems on the planet . We, the commentators, support and appreciate Dr. Mercola's dedication and effort to achieve a better

world. God bless Dr, Mercola
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Neil Young vs Joe Rogan .... anyone else laughing? Um - I'll take Joe Rogan any day, thanks! Sorry Neil, you're dead to me.  Speaking of

Joe Rogan - his classiness has brought new people around to his side. In my world, a die hard pro-vaxr actually said he was going to

give Rogan a listen to because of how he's handled himself.  You get an A+ Joe! We just have to keep calling it like it is. I can't imagine

siding with Young, that would put a person in support of censorship and communistic tendencies. Why would anyone choose to live

behind the iron curtain? I see it so much these days - in the name of science? - but aren't all scientists and doctors worth listening to?

Not just the ones making billions off the very poorly handled pandemic (Fauci!!)  I listened to a nurse speaking out at what her friend

had witnessed in NY - people dying alone with no advocacy.

That's another huge black mark on Fauci - and still today we are not allowing anyone in - really? Lordy. My cousin is at the hospital and

can't retain information or ask questions - and her husband isn't allowed in. How does that beneDt anyone? They don't mind raising a

gun at ya to take your temperature - how about we start there to let a loved one in. Jeesh. We're still in a bad way because of Fauci's bad

handling of this whole plandemic and they still want to stop people from being able to treat themselves early and/or at home.

My GF called to tell me a local doc in Penn was just Dred for prescribing Ivermectin. Seriously? Is that their goal? To shut down Dr.

Mercola so you'll run out and get vax'd? No offense to the good doctor, but we're autonomous creatures and stand Drm when we see

something as ludicrous as a global call to get vax'd with a shot that doesn't stop anything and, if anything, spreads it worse.  Doesn't

take a rocket scientist to see this thing is as stupid as all get out.
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Of course, Tracy, we don't want to see or hear Fauci the liar. One of the most insightful dialogues was Joe Rogan's interview with

Dr. Robert Malone. We know that Dr. Malone who invented the mRNA technology that is being used in experimental covid

vaccines, has developed medical products, drugs, and clinical trials, has worked directly with Dr. Anthony Fauci and CDC

scientists, without Yet at this critical moment in history, he refuses to pursue his vax-all agenda that overturned medical ethics

and destroyed the principles of medical privacy and informed consent. Some aspects of the interview: Malone spoke about the

BBC's New Trust Initiative, which accuses people of spreading "misinformation" if they speak out against Tedros, Fauci or other

vaccine propagandists.

Malone agreed that the vaccines are leading to negative encacy, as in the studies from Denmark. As doses increase, people

become more prone to infection. Malone warned: “Our government is out of control on this. They are lawless, they completely

disregard bioethics” and “these mandates of an experimental vaccine are explicitly illegal, they are explicitly inconsistent with

the Nuremberg Code.” www.brighteon.com/ef9413d0-d61c-4132-928c-a453e73b93c2  (01/01/2022)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Bye bye Neil Young you old has been. Nobody is going to miss you
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No kidding Lovestosing! When this Drst Joe Rogan report Drst came out I was like "WHAT!" They just came out with some more

dirt on Joe where he supposedly used the "N" word. That will put more pressure on Spottify than his interviews with the

anti-vaxxers. I hope spottify stands their ground. If not, I'm sure Joe can Dnd a new platform to speak from.
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Black Rock bought Neil Young’s music catalogue.. This starts higher up! Also share this please. Gain of function research in 2014

in Germany- www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751
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Tracy loves to sing, are you related to Annie Oakley? A straight shooter always on target.

centerofthewest.org/explore/buffalo-bill/research/annie-oakley/
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Otis - thanks for the chuckle! I do enjoy a good 9mm when I'm singing :)
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when did it happen that copyrights on music are permanent? I thought they expired. Maybe we should Dnd the descendants of

beethoven brahms mozart et cetera and have them sue for billions.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

There is an alternative to hosting your Dles on a single site which can then be targeted by those who disagree with you! Have you

considered Torrenting! If you were to share your articles with a BitTorrent client ( I use qBittorrent which is very good and free) then

everyone who downloads them will be able to read and share the articles so you will effectively have 10,000 or 100,000

community-hosted servers sharing your content. This would be very very dincult to block, with safety in numbers! The music industry

has never been able to stop it despite lots of effort, and open-source software use it for distribution as it's so fast, reliable, and

cost-free for software developers.  That would be a poke in the eye for those trying to stop the truth from getting out or even being

discussed!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on! I didn't search before I posted and suggested the same solution in another comment.
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Wow! That's pretty good.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm just blown away when I see these severely deluded, unconscious people who have never even read any of Dr. Mercolas' writings and

vaguely promote the mainstream narrative of which they've just blindly following.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's amazing how uninformed the uninformed are.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because it is easier to be a sheep than a goat! In other words outliers and free thinkers, like the contributors to forums like this

one, work harder at being informed and are less afraid to be non-conformist.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you clean sheep? With a baaath! It’s much easier to sit for 30” per day for their TV narrative than do their own research.

Thus the deluded. I was taught years ago that to understand the war, it’s necessary to research both sides prior to an opinion. So

when the poison-injection 1st came out, I did just that Dnding Dr. Mercola promoting vitamins, supplements, exercise, eating

good for you foods, in general-increasing one’s natural immunity by being kind to one’s body by giving it what it needs. I’ve

chosen that route thankfully cuz as time goes on, truth is revealed and there’s no do-overs! Poison-injections amen!

Now I watch as my ex-church who initially demonized me for not getting this poison-injection die from cancers, blood clots, heart

attacks, strokes or get adverse reactions needing 24/7 care from someone. Vaccine hesitancy WILL save one’s life! So when

biden said this will be the winter of death for the unvaccinated, I about wet myself laughing! We shall see who is left standing

next year at this time. I Dgure from the death numbers I’m seeing, it won’t be the unvaxed. Man-they must be really mad about

now as the narrative was just folly, they have been fooled & more so with each additional poison-injection.
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Don't put much into what they say. It goes WAY deeper than that! They are being told what to say! It's hard to catch every prime

time channel at once, but if you have a DVR like Uverse, Dish, or DirectTV you can record like 2 channels at once while you are

watching a 3rd channel. All of the MSM outlets will repeat the exact same verbage! It's all been scripted. If you can't do that just

watch Fox News. Usually either "The Five", Fox News Primetime, or Tucker Carlson will do it for you. You will get to hear "The

View", Rachel Maddow, Don Lemon, and several others say the exact same thing. Some days Fox will have as many as 8 different

news outlets/anchors saying the exact same scripted lines.

I'm more ba�ed by the fact that most people don't see this and ask why everyone repeats the same scripted lines. Those people

spewing this misinformation probably don't even believe it themselves. They do it because they are being PAID to do it! Some of

them might would even join this forum, but they would lose their job at NBC if anyone found out they were a Mercola supporter.

It's all about the money. The money trail goes all the way to the top where those like BlackRock and Vanguard call all the shots.

Then you have Big Pharma themselves. If anyone, including FOX NEWs, said anything that went against the vaccines they would

lose sponsorships.

Big Pharma is probably the largest advertiser on all networks. That's why you can't believe anything you hear on the news

concerning pharmaceuticals and vaccines. I'm not exaggerating here!! Think about, they completely discredited

Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and Ivermectin (IVM) and even labeled them as DANGEROUS! We all know that's not true. Both drugs

are taken around the world and are extremely safe. VAERS even conDrms this. More people die from Tylenol than HCQ or IVM,

but we are told Tylenol is very safe and effective. So if they tell you vaccines are safe and effective you can bet your life they are

DANGEROUS and ineffective!
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The greatest irony of all is that those who are doing the censoring are the ones spreading disinformation & misinformation. These

injections, that they are calling vaccines, are extremely dangerous & often deadly. Those who have been trying to get the message out

are the ones being maligned & censored. Likewise, doctors that have been saving lives with early out-patient treatment are also

maligned & censored. It is the censors who are actively & passively promoting these poisonous jabs & suppressing information about

early out-patient treatment. It seems as if they are determined to kill as many people as possible.
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I’m sick to my stomach with the outrageous censorship and suppression on differing views that don’t Dt with the current covid vaccine

mandate, and glad to hear so far that Substack is standing behind Dr. Mercola and others who only want to share their expertise,

knowledge and most important the truth with supporting facts on the covid vaccine. God knows one can’t get that with mainstream

media that’s funded by Big Pharma, and the Dnancial entanglements with the CDC, FDA, NAIC and other public health agencies.

Galeforce said it best below, “ Censorship is the tool of choice for the weak and cowardly when they are unable or unwilling to enter into

healthy debate because they do not feel conDdent about the strength and validity of their own arguments and facts, or because they

know their position is based on lies and misinformation.” There are so many of us that stand behind Dr. Mercola and will be there if any

petition is needed!
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So MSM knows more about medicine and vaccines than Dr. Mercola or Japan's Health Ministry? Japan called it back in Aug 2021 and

said that the vaccines and the boosters are causing ADE. www.dailyveracity.com/2021/08/25/new-study-suggests-the-vaccines-are-c..

 They suspect ADE was in effect during the Delta variant wave that swept the world. They said that if ADE wasn't in effect then that the

next variant would cause ADE. If you look at Israel, it is obvious that either the mRNA jabs don't work (and never did) or ADE is in effect.

I say it is BOTH! Israel is now in the top 9 countries for Covid-19 infections per 1 million people.

They were #2 in the most vaccinated category. The United Arab Emirates was the only country with a higher vaccination rate. Israel's

worst day was just over a week ago at 84,000 new cases on Jan 23th, 2022. To put that in perspective, Japan's worse day was 85,000

and Japan's population is 126 million and Israel's population is 9 million! Japan said enough is enough with these jabs back in Aug 2021

and Israel is working on getting everyone their 4th jab as we speak:

www.israel21c.org/israel-health-ministry-4th-pDzer-dose-protects-seni..  As of Jan 23rd, Israel had 600,000 people double boosted (4

shots). Japan's reasoning equals ScientiDc Method and Israel's reasoning equals INSANITY!
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SHHHHHH! Don't let Rachel Maddow, Don Lemon, Oprah, OAC, Omar, and all the other village idiots know this. We want them to

get the shots!
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Arlen, I only wish! I doubt any of them got the shots. The elites are above and beyond any of this. Just like they don't wear masks

except for when the cameras are on.
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LOL!
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Whether Neil Young and Joni Mitchell are being bought off or just delusional is neither here nor there. Either way, neither represent what

they sold me on many years ago. And that is that individuals matter, suffer, and are distinct yet connected. Censorship ignores

individuals and forces connection through lies and force. Of all the people who thinks people don’t have a right to vaccine info. Mitchell

has a lot of nerve after she’s bemoaned her own personal battle with Morgellons, which many don’t even believe exists. We are lost as in

the words of Hillary Clinton we “move forward together”.
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I will never stop following you Dr. Mercola. I don't even agree with everything you put out there. This is normal. Humans will never agree

on everything. We need to share this with others. Love and Respect your neighbor even when you do not see eye to eye.  I believe some

people are starting to see the light in all of this. My kids see it. My youngest (teenager) has noticed on his own that despite no masks or

distancing at school over the past year almost no one has Covid. Those that have tested positive have no symptoms. It is obvious to a

kid that there is something wrong with this! We have to continue to encourage kids to think for themselves. They are the future.
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I do not understand why this is a liberal or conservative issue. That is propaganda in itself. This is a health issue. Many of the people

that aren't vaccinated are liberal and many of the people pushing censorship are conservatives. This is just political bull.  Stop this and

let's focus on truth and getting rid of corruption on both sides.
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Hmmm. I'm not with you this. I'm not profoundly disagreeing either. I do see your side. I used to think like you. One thing for sure,

it is political! I only see censorship coming from the left. I'm a registered Independent. Up until 2020, I had voted more times for

Democrats than Republicans. As of 2020, I'm now 50/50. However, the chances that I ever vote Democrat again is very slim.

Something drastic would have to change. Here's a perfect scenario that would make me vote Democrat: Liz Cheney and Joe

Manchin are the presidential nominees for 2024. I'd vote for the Democrat Manchin.
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Dr. Mercola's Library doesn't have to be in US. It should NOT be on any server in US. It can be anywhere where Technocratic thugs

maDas have no power. One example is INDIA. Even in China. Or Brasil. Dr. Mercola himself has a choice to live anywhere he wants, to

avoid endless courts and smearing campaigns by corrupted media. Why US??? India is a perfect example where pharmaceutical thugs

like PDzer, Moderna and others have limited power especially today after their successful treatments of their infected population using

proven and effective Ayurveda laws and principles. Library can be anywhere. Period. Screw US and its government. Move your library

out of US, Dr. Mercola. NORWAY is another example. Finland, Sweden too.
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We love your work dr. Mercola! It doesn't matter how much they trash you, because we know that you have really helped people. You are

right over the target now, thats why they are going so hard at you. But on the other hand, Its not going so well for the globalists either, so

hang in there and we will see justice together.
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Keep speaking the truth, Dr. Mercola--you have the support of millions and these latest attempts at Communistic censorship reveal the

desperation of those supporting the technocratic agenda as people throughout the world are waking up to the fraud and deceit behind

the Covid-19 narrative. Witness the Candian truck convoy and the huge amount of support for the truckers. Despite Big Tech censorship

and corporate media bias, people are getting solid alternative information from alternative sites and are seeing through the deception

and bias. The massive number of infections of double and triple-vaccinated people with Omicron is serving as a wake-up call; people

remember being promised that getting the vax will get things "back to normal," and are fed up as the mandates and ever-shifting

narratives continue from the '"trusted" sources.

Despite censorship, the reality of injuries and deaths from the gene therapy is becoming increasingly clear. Some countries are

eliminating restrictions. This latest attempt at canceling is a last-ditch effort of desperation. Dear Klaus, Bill, and Tony: the world

doesn't want your "reset." Prophets, whether biblical or contemporary like Dr. Mercola, are always attacked for speaking truth. The truth

will prevail. Keep up the good Dght; we have your back.
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Sounds like you’re one doctor that won’t get hung for Crimes Against Humanity. Thank you for speaking out the truth; more like

you will be needed after the death wave. The truth is the truth and all will come out just like my Bible says it will. You know you’re

over the target when everyone is trying to silence you.
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carolann1019
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Gain of function research in 2014 in Germany 

🇩🇪

!  www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751
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pranarun
Joined On 6/1/2010 9:29:13 AM
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Excellent, well researched article, as usually, Dr. Mercola. To most people with half a brain to think for themselves, it's becoming clearer

everyday, that there are people with money & inVuence who only want the population to hear what They want. "when they can’t win an

argument, or they’re on the wrong side of history, they simply try to shut the opposition down to cover up their own inadequacies".

Shame on these ugly people. Did they have dishonest, cheating parents, who taught them this behavior? Do they think it's ok for "the

good of their selDsh cause", to do anything in their power, whether illegal, immoral, unconstitutional, while great harming others? The

real Truth is being revealed!
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From RFK JR October 24, 2020 Video on Mercola.com: “When I spoke a few weeks ago in Berlin, I reminded the people of Germany of a

famous story that happened during the Nuremberg trials after World War II when Hitler’s closest Lieutenant, the head of the Luftwaffe,

Hermann Goering, was asked by one of the prosecutors: ‘How did you get the German people, the most educated people in the world,

some of the most tolerant people in the world — the Weimar republic was one of the strongest democracies in the world — how did you

take these people who were so well educated, so awakened and so tolerant, and turn them into obedient slaves who committed some

of the worst atrocities in human history?’ Goering said, ‘Oh, that’s a simple thing … and it works not just in a fascist government but it

works in a democracy, in a monarchy, in a communist government, in any government … The job of the government is to put the people

in fear, and if you can keep them in fear, you can get them to do anything that you want them to do. They will turn into sheep.’”
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

duhhhhhh..chelsea cliton.....:) like her mother another slobbering sow...with a case of verbal diarrhea .... Just like the rest of the ***-on

.....useless slobbering pukes Center for Countering Digital Hate << another american made pile of usless garbage.....kinda like the USA

made CDC and FDA and FCC and FED and on and on.... Americans are drowning 'government diarrhea" ..with thousand of "government

Oncals" puking rhetorical chatter....More o0f what Mick Jagger sang about "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction" I can't get no satisfaction I

can't get no satisfaction 'Cause I try and I try and I try and I try I can't get no, I can't get no When I'm drivin' in my car And the man comes

on the radio He's tellin' me more and more About some useless information Supposed to Dre my imagination

www.youtube.com/watch   all the Clintons are nothing more that paedophiles ,perverts ,rapers and sick .......but millions voted that

kinda GARBAGE in Control of your countery??  and that some slimball and HIS Husband ??? so maybe Bracca and mike are pedos ? with

a pair of young girls?? Hummm....Oh but thats OK....KMillions of brain dead citizens voted this kida sh!t into being your president?? I

maen Canada ain't no better with a COWARD like JustinTumour-Ruz..........You know,  Castro's Kid  >>>>

 medium.com/@leibowitt/of-course-Ddel-castro-is-justin-trudeaus-dad-no..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ya know.....juat about all the elites and rich pukes are into some form of child-sex... the Royal families are known and have

associates that are pedos www.charliefoulkes.co.uk/.../savile.html  

frankreport.com/2019/08/13/when-british-royals-are-pedophiles-its-call..  And On and ON.  and how many were overnight or

longer guests at Jeffries Epstein Island .......Clinton and Gates(dozens of visits) and Trump and The Monkey and his Husband

Mike ----I bet Barack was a bottom.and BigMike was a Tops...( I wonder whats it like to RAM IT TO THE President..??) sic...

thepulse.one/2021/11/22/documentary-exposes-paedophiles-in-parliament-..     famous pedos

 thepulse.one/2021/11/22/documentary-exposes-paedophiles-in-parliament-..     Yet Billions are spent for prisons and many

inmates are incarcerated for Peadophilia or some form of sexual activities.....so why are the POLITICAL People who are admitted

Pedophiles in Charge of Billions of BRAIN DEAD People not in some Prison??..I mean  "whats good for the goose is good for the

gander".......but according to Tradition metzitzah b'peh, >> www.come-and-hear.com/.../index.html  <<< oh But this is acceptable

and protected for 3000 years but if a priest did this he would be in prison(or moved to some other place to cover his ass).... What

a Fed Up earth...eh????? Suns out...so I am going to plant some seed....From InsideMyMountain.. !!!GOOD DAY!!!!!!!!!
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I think it started in the UK with the fake AS campaign. Apologies for them tho!
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And just this morning on the local news, incentives (ie bribes) of as much as $100 are being offered for those getting their Drst vaccine

or a booster. Apparently these folks don't realize that the reason people aren't getting the jab isn't because they were waiting for an

incentive but because they don't trust the "vaccine". And why the big push for the jabs now? The latest variant is mild, and the "vaccine"

seems to be totally ineffective against it. Seems there are those that just don't want the "pandemic" to end. Ever. No surprise here.
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Being paid to commit suicide is brilliant because it culls the Darwin Award winners.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not just the rulers but the SnowVakes. The Children-for-Life. Desperately searching for a Sugar Daddy government
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Total bs. How anyone would be coerced by $100 is ba�ing. I guess a crack head would entertain such an offer. Get jabbed, get

$100, and run across the street to the crack dealer.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember communism can only exist if deception and control of narrative exists.
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Exactly!
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Its_All_Light
Joined On 3/29/2012 2:12:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The level of evil in the world is off the charts. Groups like the CCDH and their ilk, will be destroyed at the time of reckoning. At least we

can look forward to that. They smugly and arrogantly think they are pulling off their evil plans, but just wait. They have no idea what's

about to hit them. It's called Truth and it can never be held down for long. The people are waking up and 'people power' has always

triumphed over evil in the end. Keep going Dr. Mercola. You have an army of truthseekers behind you.
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Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM
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Unbelievable! Keep up the good work Dr Mercola.. And good on you Substack. Don't let them get away with it. There are opposites in the

world. They are natural.. Total disappearance of something, would mean the opposite would go too.. It would be like trying to live in a

2-dimensional world. Perhaps that what they want.  That's insane. But there again, would big tech be 2D with the occasional illusion of

3D? I am not sure whether it was true or not, but these tyrants have been investigating how to become immortal?
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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greatawakening.win/p/141YDw6UrQ/are-moderna-and-pDzer-the-next-/  Is Big Pharma the next Enron? Edward Dowd, hedge fund guru.

Dowd is predicting a massive fall in Big Pharma stocks on the back of fraud which is being picked up by the insurance companies. If

this is true, in some ways it is good, but it will precipitate a stock market crash and set off an economic disaster as bad as 2008 if not

worse. I suspect worse because the AAA+ Blue Chips under pin the market and this crash is already set due to over spending against

COVID anyway, but would be a disaster for world wide economies.

I was working during the 1987 stock market crash and have seen Drst hand how quickly the markets unravel. (I was working for the

European Head of Credit at JP Morgan watching our positions.) My job was analysing companies for their credit ratings (ironically my

Drst large batch was Big Pharma, especially AZT) and I had the ability to downgrade them if I thought it necessary, with the approval of

my boss. Been watching Big Pharma ever since.....
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pipblanc - Nice link, thanks! Has been predicted that Insurance companies actually run most governments. And this may be an

important tidbit: “Once the [life insurance] trial lawyers get involved in this discovery, that’s when the kimono opens up and the

Vood gates open,” Dowd augurs. “It gets wild and woolly then. But that’s further down the road once their stock prices have

already been beaten into submission.”
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Big Pharma falling from grace! It would be my dream come true. Just walk away from the medical system! I'll be sure to shed

some crocodile tears. NOT!!! Maybe the misinformation experts of CNN and MSNBC will go down with them?? Just just the other

day Facebook had the largest 1 day drop in value in the stock market in history!

www.cnbc.com/2022/02/03/facebooks-232billion-drop-in-value-sets-all-ti..  This is the all-time record 1 day drop in all of

history!  They lost $232 BILLION in one day! Maybe we can get 3 birds with one stone?? It's too good to be true. Trump is

supposed to have his own social network company up and running very soon. How many Facebook and Twitter subscribers, that

have been censored and/or kicked off, will drop them for Trump's conservative based network? Could we be so lucky to have Big

Pharma, MSM, Facebook, and Twitter disappear? I think I can keep this daydream going all day! I can hear the violins now!
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jamNjim - Pharma are of course the fall guys for the big guys behind this sht ;-)  btw I just got a triple fact-check from FB for

posting the BMJ article but it did go on there :-)  www.bmj.com/.../bmj.n2635  - I'd rather get chucked out in the process of

annoying them than leave voluntarily.
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YIKES! still trying to post on FB? Farcebook? People unaware that Google is now a Pharma company, through its parent company

Alphabet? What's the point if people cannot be bothered to change their settings, their browsers, their email provider, their

posting sites? Things are most likely never going back to "normal" - better than normal? Get this idea and get used to it. Find

other ways to work around this giant blockade of censors and pharma-funded fact checkers.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look at what big pharma has done ~~ you can now buy Ivermectin from a source in the USA (it's probably made in Mexico, or bought in

from Mexico anyway): "We were given your info from our friends at India Mart. Medi Home for Iversun Ivermectin. We have all our stock

in the USA and it ships from the USA and includes free 2 day UPS shipping for $199 per box, compare to $400 from Mexico which does

not include shipping and we guarantee delivery, fast! We are true patriots working to bring this to you! Please go to Ivermectin.com for

more information and to see our certiDcates of analysis.

You can also use this direct order link too. We are underground and no prescription is needed with us. Yes it all ships from the USA. We

will also send you this email from sales@ivermectin.com. Here is how you can proceed: 1. Go to Ivermectin.com and Dll in our order

form and we will invoice you by email OR 2.Use this direct order link:germproof.com/.../hidden-ivm-tablets-box-of-100-12mg-each "  A

box of 100 pills for $200. !!! or $400. Pills that used to cost a nickle each.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting. Remind me of the British Drm called Behavior Science or something close, that teaches the strategy of inVuencing pubic

perspectives and compliance, and used by 400 or so countries, including the US. Obviously it teaches manipulation for social

engineering. As a therapist, we often use slang and call this mindf***.
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Amy Basic
Joined On 10/28/2013 9:34:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have always found it amazing in the last 20 years that your articles were free! Life changing articles.. that I never paid for. Hard work

on writing and getting them out.. for free! 

😊

 I would share them and people would listen and I always thought… do you know what you

have? Free info on how to be healthy and someone else did the work in Dnding it all out. I am so thankful 

👏

 I am your 10% I just need to

know what to do
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bcdctf
Joined On 8/20/2019 12:41:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rothschild, Rockefeller Soros, Gates Follow the money
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You will win Dr Mercola because TRUTH ALWAYS WINS. I would like to correct this: "The fact that all multiple news outlets rely on the

CCDH’s reports..."  Corp media created ALL fake 3rd party sources like CCDH, Snopes and other "fact check" sites. They spoon feed

them brainwashing lies which they regurgitate thru their many outlets sadly believed by so many.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have heard from so many puppet voters who have buyers remorse now on what they are waking up too with FREE speech alone and

censorship. They realize this is ALL 100% a BLUE state and BLUE city thing. Mama bear is awake! Rogan knows what he has and is only

growing in the #'s of people who will follow him to any platform he chooses. He does not need Spotify in the end.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree! If spotify boots Joe it will be their loss and someone else's gain! I don't think spotify is that stupid.
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GENDUN
Joined On 2/7/2022 7:02:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Judge a man by his enemies. Thank you, Doctor.  My greatest appreciation for your work.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what is censorship " the suppression or prohibition of any parts of books, Dlms, news, etc. that are considered obscene, politically

unacceptable, or a threat to security. " - in this dictionary deDnition you have the term "politically unacceptable " - this sweeping

regulation covers anything that the political class deems critical of their policy - their policy is established through BRIBERY and

CORRUPTION - so censorship is the enforcement of political corruption - in terms of Popper's notion of an "open society" this policy is

anathema - what the goal of this type of "closed society" entails is the return to the Dark Ages where human progress was reversed and

through the agency of superstitious dogma the human experiment was stymied and brilliant thinkers like Bruno were burnt at the stake

for proposing that the earth revolved around the sun - this was the situation with human knowledge a mere 500 years ago -

these Dark Times of the suppression of human progress are now once again being coerced by closing the door on new ideas and the

logical appraisal of the world that surrounds us - by censoring the truth the political class is ushering in an anti enlightened world view -

the trend is pushing Mankind into the ignorant status of the belief in fantasies that control human thought to the detriment of the aim

and purpose of philosophical thought and is a BACKWARDS direction that dismisses God and human progress
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Stan. freedom of expression constitutes one of the pillars of the human being and based on it, human dignity is the essence

of the rights of the person. ScientiDc progress is assisted by debate, with humanity's progress towards reason. We are Dnding

that, instead of the end of servitude and false consciousness, instead of the disappearance of ignorance, slavery and misery,

what social and individual ethics demands is the hope of that humanity becomes the fundamental value of freedom to which all

other values converge. What has happened is that this ethics has been marginalized by a mere scientiDc, technical and economic

decline, where corruption invades its domain.

The censorship of freedom of expression and debate cannot be undermined by the corruption of tyrants who only idolize power

and money. Censorship is the greatest cowardice and announcement of weakness of those who exercise it. The thoughts,

because it is in the plurality where the wealth of thought arises, the rest is called indoctrination, abuse of power, intentional

construction of the legitimizing discourse. Freedom of expression is an inalienable value that must be defended by any individual

or social group that pays for the most proper and noble dimension of human beings. Freedom is the force that illuminates true

progre
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carolann1019
Joined On 10/8/2010 9:43:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Great Reser in 2014 in Germany. Right out in the open. Please share. I’m not on a lot. I know you and GUI are. Plus you two

are super intelligent! God bless ! www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The psychopathic despots project all of their crimes on to the innocent using their favourite tool; the media. The media enthusiastically

obey their every command.  Only yesterday the BBC, possibly the World's most proliDc broadcaster of lies and propaganda, reported

gleefully that the the British Government plan to crack down on "misinformation" of all kinds. Their main rationale for this is to protect

children and vulnerable people; yet another lame excuse for blanket censorship of anyone and everyone who refuses to accept their

version of the "truth". Stating a genuine truth or merely having an opinion that differs from the psychopaths will be made a criminal

offense. www.bbc.co.uk/.../technology-60264178  This is truly a further move towards an outright Orwellian 1984 style society.  We

thought the last two years were bad; they were only the preparation phase of their insane megalomaniacal plans. God help us all.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do not lose hope, listen to freedomplatform.tv/rose-icke-6-the-vindication
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ETCows
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you don’t learn from history, you’re bound to repeat it! More people die from this poison-injection than the Holocaust and the

death wave is just at the beginning. I still say & have always said that natural immunity, a gift from our Lord, is perfect over

anything made on this earth thus made by mankind. I will put my faith in Jesus Christ over gates & fakey any day! So when I see

folks Dlling out their poison-injection paperwork, I say to this self, “Oh yea of little or no faith, Christian or not.” That hurts the

worst hearing self-professed Christian’s proudly mocking God by their actions, showing their fruit, by signing away their souls to

big pharma for each & every poison-injection… During the test the instructor is silent yet watches. Christ IS watching to see who

are His! Christ will know them by their fruit (actions). God destroyed humanity except those on the arc for messing with DNA

once; He’s promised Dre next. We have been warned.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May God curse them all. Soon He will.
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ervinlemark.si
Joined On 2/14/2021 9:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can always post your videos on 3speak.tv which is based on the Hive platform - a censorship-free, decentralized, blockchain-based,

community-governed ecosystem. One difference with Substack - you can't have private channels on Hive. It's all public and maintained

forever. Or at least as long as we have free internet :)
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks - haven't heard of this, but I will check it out.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am on Odysee.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Indeed, it is becoming ever more obvious that it is not famine, not earthquakes, not microbes, not cancer but man himself who is man’s

greatest danger to man, for the simple reason that there is no adequate protection against psychic epidemics, which are inDnitely more

devastating than the worst of natural catastrophes.” Carl Jung, The Symbolic Life I saw this quoted by Kyle Young today, and thought

how true! I was only quoting to my husband yesterday "Who looks outside dreams, who looks inside awakens", also Jung, in the context

of self-sunciency and not bowing to mass hysteria, and moreover, being prepared for what is to come, economically, Dnancially,

psychically and so on. Man is man's worst enemy, even worse than the wolf who comes in the night, to misquote a Latin proverb.

Vigilance against our own thoughts, against the narrative of fear is our best defence. Namaste.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola kindly provides a downloadable pdf in every article he writes. I get his newsletter every day and download the pdf. Problem

solved. I don't need substack to read Dr. Mercola articles.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANKS Dr Mercola, if they are having a GO AT YOU!! YEAH!!!  you are over Target. Go Brandon!! (opps, sorry) Go Mercola!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Justin Trudeau is a pedophile and a criminal. As usual, he used money to sweep it under the carpet. Trudeau is now behind 6 scandals

as Prime Minister, but before that he made a minor and her parents sign a million dollar plus NDA to hide his deviant creepy behaviour.

He is the worst Prime Minister and/or person ever to be put as leader of our Country. Hummm N he is a coward , a child molester a,d his

roommate was busted for child porn...and without the Name he would be in prison also...and we have this PUKE dictating get MORE

JABS..... awakecanada.org/justin-trudeau-is-a-pedophile-and-a-criminal
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

more of Canada's PainInDaAss PM being his usual self.>>>>  streetloc.com/.../view-news
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And this is leading Canada??? Just another example of what the TV isn't tell ya to know..... Kinda interesting how the TV "News"

just DICTATES to its Viewers what THEY want YOU to KNOW!!!!!!!!...Brainwashing at its best....that why millions rolled up dem

sleeves SEVERAL TIMES.....and this is Canada's Top Leader???  

thegoodlylawfulsociety.org/justin-trudeau-mind-controlled-poster-child..

 covid19reporter.com/the-real-life-story-of-justin-trudeau-margaret-tru..  www.snopes.com/.../trudeau-sex-scandal-school
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The government is the cause of this segregation of its people, businesses, medical practices and of even science knowledge itself but

how long will it last or be tolerated this "Covid Berlin Wall."
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marvsannes
Joined On 12/25/2020 4:35:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's become comic. Mercola's on the right side of the farce! I cannot imagine being on the other side, what it must be like - YIKES!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.newsmax.com/newsfront/rumble-joe-rogan-spotify-pavlovski/2022/02/0..  I'm thinking Joe is gonna be just Dne!! :) Surprised

Barbara Streisand also wants to live in a communistic country. Huh...
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate the MSM. I bet a lot of other Americans do too. And isn't the WaPo among the publications calling for quarantine camps?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally blocked msm. 15 years ago I watched "Meet the Press" every Sunday. Im so over it! The Chuck Todds, Rachel

Maddows, and Don Lemons of the world has alienated me from MSM forever!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Free" Chinese tests? informingamerica.com/bidens-claim-that-his-administration-spends-taxpa..  You get what you pay for?
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carolann1019
Joined On 10/8/2010 9:43:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Dr Mercola, I sent this to your editorial board. This is gain of function research in 2014 in Germany with speciDc speakers. Please

Why This One Herb Could
Help With Diabetes,
Hypertension
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Hi Dr Mercola, I sent this to your editorial board. This is gain of function research in 2014 in Germany with speciDc speakers. Please

listen - www.volkswagenstiftung.de/.../1751  Also Neil Young had sold part of his music catalogue to Black Rock. That’s who’s pushing

this for the Great Reset ! They won’t stop at the N word they won’t stop until they destroy Joe Rogan unless he knows the game the left

plays . It starts with . MeidasTouch along with pattiottakers on twitter Going after Joe Rogan its groups of people not individuals. And

its three brothers that are progressives and their group is connected to Hillary Clinton. So once again the left is going after free speech !

Get Glenn becks book the great reset !
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the outset of someone I had never met, suggesting that I sign up for mercola.com, (a decision that I will always attest has

changed my life for the better), I continued to do that which makes me what and who I am . . . by allowing good thinking to penetrate my

inner self; which in turn has helped me survive to what is generally accepted as "Old Age". Secondly, as always before that day, anything

of long term interest to me, is always saved, both as a web page and again as a PDF Dle. My underlying reasons for doing such is the

concept of leaving good behind me. That sooner or later, when my life ends, as it does for everyone; I will leave behind something of

value to help any following generations.

A good simile would be passing on Dne furniture, or ceramics, or books full of knowledge. Is that not why civilisation has, at it's heart,

the concept of a library? So, as such, I do not need any access to a substack account, as all I need to do is refer to my own saved

research . . . most of which is retained in my human memory, as kindly thoughts from others surrounding me. Dr. Joseph Mercola

comes easily under that category. A few days ago, a neighbour screamed at me for entering our small village shop without a mask. I kid

you not; screamed was the word. All such events, which by now many of us have experienced .

. . with Dr. Mercola having the US President publicly do the same to him, show just how uncivilised are our detractors. No, I cannot, nor

will I ever in the future, admonish the neighbour, she is simply demonstrating the dreadful effects of the being consistently lied to by our

governments. The brightest signal to my way of thinking, are the millions of people who have watched the interviews of Dr Peter

McCullough and Dr. Malone; all of which show ordinary people wishing to do the same as me; to learn about the truth. Our strength is

the ability to combine as a peaceful group, each of us leaving good behind us, as civilised caring peoples.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your neighbor has already lost her humanity and all that makes life worth living. I'd rather die than wind up that way. Of the Covid

or their death camps.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it's very clear who would like to kill or maim for proDt and who would like to help us improve and maintain our health. To not

understand that is incredibly stupid even for a Biden.
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drpamsearthlink.net
Joined On 9/8/2010 5:52:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can we do to support you!
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sonny08
Joined On 12/21/2009 11:03:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Doc , you still Dnd it necessary to remove your free speech articles , are you not based in the free state of Florida? Contact Gov Ron

and explain your situation - can't hurt. No way you should have to go hide your articles , your readers are not threaten by them
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pjs5658
Joined On 4/21/2015 8:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what can we do to help?? tell us mercola strong
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article is missing the real issue - secularheretic.substack.com/.../mass-formation-psychosis
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Forrester2
Joined On 9/25/2017 8:19:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just one clariDcation on this otherwise excellent article: to “short sell” means that you are betting the price of a security will drop.

Essentially you borrow a security (like stock), sell it and hope to buy it back at a lower price if the price drops. On the other hand, you

lose money if the price goes up. So Blackstone is hoping the value of Hipgnosis will go up, while Black Rock is betting that the value will

go down. It’s not likely that they’re working together on this. In fact, I doubt the claims made that Black Rock & Vanguard are part of a

conspiracy due to their ownership of many big pharma companies. Passive index funds merely buy the underlying stocks that make up

the index and focus on maintaining the lowest cost possible.

Actively managed funds meanwhile just buy & sell securities. If they don’t like what’s happening in a company or its stock price, they

merely sell and move on. Private equity companies like Blackstone are a different story though.  It’s unlikely that Neil Young did

anything without the approval of Hipgnosis.  Finally, let’s follow the money. Spotify pays between 1/3 - 1/2 cent in royalties every time a

song is played on their platform. That royalty is divided up between many parties including the songwriter, record label, producer,

managers, etc. The amount paid to the actual entertainer may be very small.

One cellist said he received a $12 check for almost 800,000 playing of his work on Spotify. So it’s possible that Neil Young & Joni

Mitchell, who are both older & largely forgotten musicians, were receiving very little in royalties from Spotify to begin with. Now, witness

how Meat Loaf’s songs popped back up in the charts after his death. Is it possible that Young & Mitchell (or more likely their managers)

saw this move as a way to re-establish their liberal cred, get free publicity and boost their royalties on other platforms like Apple Music,

Amazon Music, etc.? I think it’s a distinct possibility
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Interesting concept. I'm following you on this.
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mahagerm
Joined On 3/1/2012 5:03:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have been our pillar of truth for more years than I can remember - this goes for millions of readers around the world. Many of us

now know that this whole COVID thing is part of a sinister plan by Fauci, Gates et al to control the world’s population.  Take a look at this

website: www.instagram.com/p/CZm1UQDDCyX/?fbclid=IwAR1LkqKdKXH7sUtgomOzUAdx63pT..  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich and a brilliant

team of lawyers have just begun Nuremburg 02 trials in Germany. This website are his opening remarks.  I live in Canada - our CCP

loving Trudeau is on the long list for investigation and prosecution! So Dr. Mercola…..these embarrassments we call “people” are

terribly afraid of you because you are tops for knowledge and truth! They know this! You along with an ever increasing number of

doctors, scientists and some politicians make their list of those they try to silence.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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Thank you for the link!!!! This is our only hope..
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tireguy
Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People and organizations supporting censorship of those against the “oncial narrative” claim that private companies such as Spotify

can remove and block material that goes against the narrative. However, when that drive for censorship originates from the government

then that is a violation of the Constitution. Here is an interesting analysis of the current drive for censorship originating from our

government.  www.lewrockwell.com/lrc-blog/glenn-greenwald-democrats-are-pressuring-..
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I am not surprised that Dr. Mercola is being targeted once again but truth will prevail over time. I enjoy his website as it is so

informative. I copy his material so I can read it later in the evening. I have more time then. Husband broke his elbow so I am busy with

that and more. I wait for the 3 dogs and him to go to bed and then I have lots of time to read in peace. I really enjoyed the 87 page

conversation with Catherine Austin Fitts, etc. I copied it all. She is very insightful regarding the fraudulent Dnancial system and what

needs to be done about it. She gives me hope although staying in hope is not the overall answer. Positive action is. I look forward

everyday to copying and later reading his material. It is such a treasure. I have two of his books; the new one and one written in 2015.

 Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician)
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FewThereBe
Joined On 10/12/2021 11:44:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Communists do what communists do....the great red dragon.
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of us who have had covid, took ivermectin, NEVER got really sick, need to tell our stories to those we know, regardless of

consequences. So far, I've been able to identify the most fearful people in my world (including an MD), evidenced by their lack of

concern at the time of my diagnosis despite their insistence that covid will likely kill or maim you and there is no treatment but the

vaccines. Their fear outweighs any capacity for compassion. Regardless, there are some who have since asked for the source of the

ivermectin and the McCullough treatment info that I used.

Even one person can affect a number of others when we express ourselves in a credible way and they recover quickly using the

information we provide. Unfortunately, the two triple vax'd who spread the covid to me ignored the need for treatment and were sick way

longer than a week. But at least they were given information and maybe they'll pass it on in the future. Your story may be the only

compelling one that your friends and family hear.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass hypnosis. Not just mental. Cold blooded, heartless POS who project by calling others selDsh for wanting to breathe. Oh,

scared old world that has such people in it!
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norecovery
Joined On 8/31/2021 11:36:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It's a big club..." and you have to be corrupt to be in it.
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braveheart51
Joined On 12/2/2015 7:04:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How ironic!!!!!! The media really created Substack by doing what it does. I will never trust the news,stopped watching it years ago after a

televised interview with me was twisted to meet the news station's needs. This was in the early 90's. I lost faith then but really only had

my eyes opened.
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aeoadvocate
Joined On 3/15/2012 5:34:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love you. Hang in there, Dr. Mercola. I love Jimmy Dore, too. Keep telling the truth. We're counting on you even though it's hard. We

desperately need your voice.
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GayleHoefker
Joined On 4/5/2009 9:28:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the excellent work!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The Pseudo Reality of Medical Tyranny” vs. “The Reality of Common Sense & Truth” -  The Powers That Be (TPTB – Deep State, Power

Elite ) perpetuate their "Pseudo-Realities" using corporate & social media’s; gaslighting, narratives gatekeepers, and algorithm – with

half-truths, lies by omission, distortions, deceptions, attacking the messenger, etc. And when that is not working, censorship. -  Who is

TPTB?  Bank for International Settlements, IMF, World Bank, Central Banks, Global Corporations, Government agencies, NGO, complicit

hospitals and universities, foundations, the media, etc.. (Follow the money). Their objectives are Power and Control. Their enemy is

truth and the individual who is awakened, who is a critical thinker asking the questions; “Where is the transparency, full-disclosure, and

accountability?”  - "The issue today is the same as it has been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or

be ruled by a small elite." ~ Thomas Jefferson
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If misinformation was truly a worry, then a lot of folks by now would have noticed Anthony Fauci's habit of being at the periphery of

truth, often projecting conjecture as irrefutable fact and repeatedly contradicting himself from one day to the next. Meanwhile, the

steno pool formerly known as the press dutifully transcribes his every utterance as gospel, then acts surprised when people notice.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why doesn't the CCDH quote the science and if you solely rely on a person or organisation as representing a branch of scientiDc

knowledge then I would suggest that the idea is not new and can be dramatized on screen to represent false identities and participants

plotting no good. The formation of the "Reservoir Dogs". A band of dubious characters whose true identities are hidden behind fake

names as one can imagine naming characters around the table... "Mr Global Philanthropy ..Mr Climate Change... Mr Global Warming...

Mr Global Reset... what about you?...I am Science"..... and he has kept that name ever since. www.youtube.com/watch
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone calling for censorship needs to be jailed and Dned. This violation of the constitution needs to be put down so hard they never

even think to try again.
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jeffsam8493
Joined On 8/15/2011 4:40:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do they not see their own hypocrisy in advocating for your censorship while at same time decrying the banning of books? Simply no

words….
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And screaming out about how quarantine camps are conspiracy theories after calling for imprisoning people in them?
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They just won't stop, nothing but a bunch of idiots. It would be nice if you could sue them or cause them a problem. Who are these

people?
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ronkent
Joined On 8/15/2010 5:16:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the "for what it is worth dept.", i just cancelled my subscription to WAPO
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no language so offensive as censorship.
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM
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But surely all this censorship is wonderful news, considering that it should motivate lawsuits that will put the mainstream media out of

business for good. That would truly be the dawning of a new age of real Freedom rather than the fake manufactured Freedom we've

been experiencing for decades. If you use Tidal you can search for Neil and Joni in the search bar and then use the drop-down box to

cancel them from your playlists.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks! Laughed with delight.
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pjo66780
Joined On 12/24/2021 4:07:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If mainstream media could be held responsible for all the lies and misinformation they publish with regularity, they would be publishing

blank pages for subscription fees.
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bobby_dad_sonmsn.com
Joined On 8/31/2021 9:15:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Maoist (liberal socialist anti-Americans) cultural revolution continues by wiping out free speech and continuing with their own

disinformation campaign! Dr Mercola, continue the Dght for true information!
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55d4012
Joined On 7/9/2015 3:44:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems to me the ones hot on censoring COVID information are likely the same ones who would defend limitless porn as free speech.
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/video/svODeZ8hIIdN/?list=notiDcations&randomize=..  loock at the letter send by your army with questions.
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Wikihospitals
Joined On 8/4/2021 4:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't care where your work is hosted, I just want to subscribe and read it. It's such high quality. What about running your own platform

like Brighteon? Could you join up with Mike Adams? Or set up a page on Gab, Rumble or Odysee? Can other people help? What about

crowd funding to set up a secure platform where you (and others) publish quality health data and you charge a small fee to maintain it?
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ETCows
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s funny as I just said the same about Brighteon.com Mike Adam’s. They went after him with Mike saying enough so made

his own platform. Now expanding to TV, talk radio type, … If crowd funding, don’t use GOFUNDME! The protesting truckers and

donators found out how their donations were stolen by GOFUNDME! HorriDc!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ETCows I think people are getting their money back. After punching back hard. You don't reason with sharks or Vail around. You

punch 'em good and hard on the nose.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You do an excellent job for humanity. It is terriDc that Substack owners are not brainwashed, sized an excellent opportunity to serve

human beings and at the same time to earn money. Perfect idea.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They may cave though. Powerful enemies.
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HashiMama
Joined On 3/15/2021 4:05:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your perseverance, Dr. Mercola. We stand beside you - and there are a lot of us. Please consider Rumble, Gab or soon to

be Trump Media. We have great appreciation for all you do.
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ETCows
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree until Trump Media. He’s the one who wants to be called THE KING OF VACCINES & was in on this from the beginning all

the while knowing the outcome yet went ahead with warp speed anyways. Geez, and that’s why little testing was done-Humanity

IS the test! Actually, our children are. So no, I don’t have nice things to say nor will vote for him again. I have a 5 year old that I’m

not willing to sacriDce to this self-professed KING. Thus my strong opinion on this one person.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

ETCows, the only thing more ridiculous than blaming Trump for the Covid-19 vaccines is blaming him for the virus. What about

all the other countries that made their own vaccines? Is Trump to blame for those also? Here’s 31 vaccines currently available:

Oxford–AstraZeneca, PDzer–BioNTech, Janssen, Moderna, Sinopharm BIBP, Sputnik V, CoronaVac, Novavax, Covaxin, Sputnik

Light, Convidecia, Sinopharm WIBP, Abdala, EpiVacCorona, ZiDvax, Soberana 02, QazCovid-in, Minhai, CoviVac, COVIran Barekat,

Medigen, ZyCoV-D, FAKHRAVAC, COVAX-19, Razi Cov Pars, Turkovac, Sinopharm CNBG, Corbevax, and Soberana Plus. The USA

only provided funding to about 5 of these (3 for sure) and the only 2 that are 100% USA are Moderna and Novavax.

If none of those 5 USA-backed vaccines got FDA approval we would have had one of the other 26 vaccines to chose from and

forced upon us. So just get over it. Fauci began working on mNRA based coronavirus vaccines over 20 years ago. The Drst mRNA

Flu vaccine was developed and tested on mice 30 years ago. Here’s a short history of mRNA vaccine technology and

development from John’s Hopkins University: publichealth.jhu.edu/.../the-long-history-of-mrna-vaccines . Trump is pro-vax. So is

Joe Biden and every president before him. President Trump was AGAINST lockdowns, masks, social distancing, but did it make

any difference? NOooooooo! Presidents don't make those calls.

The CDC "advises" the states, counties, and cities' elected governors and mayors to make those decisions in collaboration with

local health departments. The NIH and NIAID decide on who gets funding for things like vaccines and therapeutics that get EUA

during pandemics, not presidents. Trump was PRO-HYDROXYCHLOROQUINES! Did HCQ get FDA approval? It not only didn't get

approval, it got SHOT DOWN and anyone who tried to prescribe it for covid-19 risked losing their medical license! So, can we drop

the silly blame game where everything is Trump's fault?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

ETCows, I agree. FWIW, as long as we don't go full Q'anon I don't see what difference it makes. Trump's just a distraction from

saving ourselves. There are no White Hats and no Plan too trust. Work in your garden. And--if not an atheist--pray. A lot. As a

Christian I hope for a Deux Ex Machina if this doesn't blow over. But we are here now.
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Trump is controlled opposition, IMO. He has said that he wouldn't mandate vaxes, but he continues to recommend them, anyway,

even though he's lost some support for that reason. People have boo'd him when he pushed vaxes during at least one rally.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I tried to your website on Twitter, but Twitter wouldn’t let me send the tweet. It did for other website links that I’ve shared.

Same thing happened on Nextdoor app. In fact, Nextdoor suspended my account for 3 days.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have to use this opportunity. I hope you or one of yous staff reads this. I was on your system as ACS4457 when one day, all of a

sudden I just could not get on again. Could at one stage communicate with your staff who said they did NOT block me. I am now on

with a different email address. I was a Conservative Party member standing for our Parliment in 1989 and in 2013 established a Civil

Society organization which supposidly were to protect the public's civil beniDts etc. But already in 1989 I caused serious ruptions for the

Nationalist governmet in that election and was paid a visit by a very nice American, high ranking civil servant. All hellbroke lose around

me after that visit. I found the guy on the later when the net came up where he actually apologised for having worked for the US state

security system.

So I think that I am still on their list of peple they watch and I am guessing that because of what I wrote on your cmments, they blocked

me from "outside" your system. I would like to get back on your system under my own name but I am more worried that I am correct in

my assesment of what happened and that other commentators are also blocked in this manner and you are not aware of it. You really

should check. I am neither a ultra cnservatist or liberal in any respect. I have always just tried to have informed opinions and to be

realistic. I suspect that is what makes me a target, if I am correct in my assesment of why they would block me. I think you are a threat

for the same reason. The must be litteraly *** scared of you. God Bless. I am from South Africa.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shees. Hey DC Chinese Communist Party ~ and your news agencies: leave these ppl alone.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Following
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Barnie1201
Joined On 8/26/2015 10:00:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Substack doesn't work out, Dr. Mercola, I hope you will consider Brighteon by Mike Adams. It's the platform I go to everyday and does

not censor.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have no idea, do you?
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a_g4670
Joined On 8/15/2020 2:49:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider RUMBLE as a source for your library storage.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This censorship just proves the 2020 US presidential election was fraudulent.  President Donald Trump actually won 2020 with a

massive landslide of legal votes, whereas Bozo Joe clearly had a lock on truckloads of counterfeit ballots and machine swapped votes.

Brandon's victory is the equivalent of a desert mirage.
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How exactly does this censorship prove anything about the 2020 election?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They just investigated one county in Philadelphia, PA and found 120,000 more votes than there were voters. In Maricopa Co. AZ

they have over 700,000 unveriDed/illegal ballots. They either have no signature or address or something else majorly wrong with

them that would have been thrown out at any other election. In Michigan, enough invalid votes were found to Vip the state to

read. In one Dominion Voting Machine Audit the judge just released the results of the forensic audit that showed 6,000 votes

were Vipped from Trump to Biden. This is just ONE COUNTY!

Here's a quote from the audit: "We conclude that the Dominion Voting System is intentionally and purposefully designed with

inherent errors to create systemic fraud and inVuence election results,” Russell Ramsland Jr., co-founder of Allied Security

Operations Group, said in a preliminary report." Here's a link to the report:

thepoliticalwarroom.com/judge-released-explosive-dominion-voting-machi..  I used to have the YouTube video of the hearing in

Georgia concerning election fraud there, but YouTube took it down. During that hearing the question was brought up about how

these Dominion machines could be manipulated. Of course a Dominion rep was there say there was no way for this to happen

even though they were using "Thumb Drives" to copy all the voting Dles to be taken to where the votes are counted by an

unveriDable/unsecure source.

That's when Rudy Giuliani stepped in. Rudy had an expert witness that was a professional hacker. The guy sat right across from

the Judge and hacked into one of the Dominion voting machines while the hearing was taking place!!! I watched this LIVE on

OAN (One America News)!! You can't make this up! Yet they still claim Trump lost. You take those 4 states and throw out all the

fraudulent votes and Trump wins. In that same GA hearing people testiDed that they showed up to vote in person and were told

they couldn't vote because they already voted. continued...
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Those people that were told they couldn't vote twice showed they had already voted for Biden and they were there to vote for

Trump. When they tried to argue their case they were pushed away. In PA another mystery case that probably will never get

resolved is highly illegal! I Hot-Shot driver had a trailer full of paper/mail-in ballots he was delivering to a counting center in

Philadelphia. There was an estimated 200K votes. The problem with this is he wasn't a certiDed carrier and these votes came

from NEW YORK CITY! He went inside to Dnd out where he could unload and when he went back to his truck to go to the loading

docks all the ballots were gone!!

He testiDed under oath that this happened! His phone records verify that night that he was exactly where he said he was and that

he drove from New York city to Philadelphia. Then you had the mystery shut down of all the counting precincts where no one was

reporting any votes. It happened simultaneously across the US. Prior to the shut-down Trump was winning by a landslide. When

everything came back up hours later he was losing. The list goes on and on. You could argue that these are random events

except that all of them went to Biden's favor. I've yet to hear of a single incidence that favored Trump.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Compulsory moral bioenhancement [graphene injections] should be covert AND COMPULSORY AND COVERT

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30157295  EyesIsWatchin www.bitchute.com/.../LzzSQpmQ4HUK  Canada Covid-19 conDrmed orders of 9.5

vaccine doses per person per capita (twice as many as any other country in the world)

www.economist.com/img/b/1000/734/90/sites/default/Dles/20201114_WOC34..

 www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/11/12/rich-countries-grab-half-o..

Your Guide to The Great (Biodigital) Convergence www.bitchute.com/.../aGowEjhfO379  Horizons Corbett Biodigital Convergence:

Bombshell Document Reveals the True Agenda : The Corbett Report

www.corbettreport.com/biodigital-convergence-bombshell-document-reveal..

 www.corbettreport.com/your-guide-to-the-great-convergence-video/  horizons.gc.ca/.../exploring-biodigital-convergence  Are

graphene zombies possible?  5G Powered Graphene Based Nano-Tech in the PDzer Vaccine February 5, 2022

www.bitchute.com/.../Sw7ZE5MqKg5J  The Multi-Billion Lives Covid-19 Fraud: The Vaccinated & Boosted have 3 years to live…

One cannot link to Senator Ron Johnson’s video enough times – Covid-19 A Second Opinion hosted by Senator Ron Johnson – A MUST

SEE DISCUSSION.  rumble.com/vt62y6-covid-19-a-second-opinion.html  rumble.com/.../video  This Ends All Debate.  The Jabs Are

Dangerous & Deadly. Renz w/ Alex Jones on DMED Whistleblower Data Book It CJ Published February 5, 2022

rumble.com/vu3ko4-this-ends-all-debate.-the-jabs-are-dangerous-and-dea..  https://renz-law.com/  (great vids)

tapnewswire.com/2022/02/the-billion-lives-covid-19-fraud-the-vaccinate..  WHAT'S HERE, WHAT'S COMING, FOR EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES, AUSTRALIA, FOR ALL OF US AROUND THE WORLD... www.bitchute.com/.../XTZpE
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rrealrose
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Flying right over the target again? Steve Kirsch got kicked off of Twitter (again) recently.  ------------------------------------------------ NOT off

topic, these are links to Day 1 of the long anticipated Grand Jury-style Investigation from the Corona Investigative Committee: * * *

Corona Investigative Committee: Grand Jury, Day 1 - www.bitchute.com/.../JZ82pL7i4IiL  - - - - Reiner Fuellmich Grand Jury

Investigation: Closing Statement, Day 1 - www.bitchute.com/.../1xAt8rrId0Wo
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, ROSE, journalists who do not follow the dictates of the globalist elite are expelled from the corrupt media. This article Steve

Kirschsteve kirsch exposes the big mistakes in the management of this false pandemic. Whoever challenges institutions is

rejected and marginalized. No one within the CDC, NIH, or FDA will speak to me or any member of my expert team, and I have

tried to discuss the evidence summarized in this document with outside committee members from the CDC and FDA. I've offered

them $1 million to attend a meeting (or I'll donate it to a charity of their choice if they'd like). They all refused.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../incriminating-evidence  (01/18/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:58:33 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrrealrose, you really are a rose you know! Thanks SO much. I'm worn out from defending our Truckers, but look forward to this

tomorrow. I caught a similar post and put it here, but didn't have time to read it. He's in Portugal......I think - I really am not sure

about that.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:58:35 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Gui, Steve Kirsch is right up against "the coersion", as are many others right now. Expect it will get worse before the pressure

starts to life. - - - - - - Retsbew, yes, not easy as Freedom draws out over time.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 6:16:20 AM
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ETCows
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Might think of moving over to Brighteon.com This is Mike Adam’s site and he is all about free speech and has his own private site; they

don’t censor! Maybe it’s about time to Dnd a new podcast home where you’re wanted & appreciated… I know I’ll follow you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 4:58:43 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The thugs are going to censor Dr. Mercola everywhere in U.S.A. Mike Adams is not an Authority on health. Dr. Mercola IS. Dr.

mercola should move the library OUT of US. Best places for that are: INDIA, Brasil, Norway, Finland, Sweden. Maybe Thailand too.

In fact Dr. Mercola better move to one of these places too to avoid constant harassment by dirty american media. Dr. Mark Sircus

for example many years is in Brazil, and many others. But Brasil is not exactly perfect place either. India is much better though.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 5:32:21 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

randor
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:54:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are you using a censorable site like Substack? Go with a media that uses block chain that cant be censored like Libry aka Odysee.

There are others.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 10:31:07 AM
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Islander
Joined On 3/26/2007 12:55:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you, like me, are on a Dxed income, it's possible to read anything on Substack for free as long as you're willing to do without

comments. Just go to https://substack.com/  and do a search at the top of the page.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 9:12:08 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why not Gab or Rumble? Unless Dr Mercola is intentionally building another stream of income, why substack?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 2:20:26 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Mercola Community, Many bloggers here today are obviously in a state of panic at censorship at formerly reliable posting habits. I

am experiencing this too. Be careful what you post today...Assume that all you posts are being collected by the enemy, real or imagined.

Your posts here today may/will be held against you someday. I advise communicating by private msg (pm) today, as much as possible...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:29:00 AM
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367, I am a former Court Reporter, Clerk of the Court with an unblemished record. Please take your paranoia and go away.

You are not helpful. I know what the law is and I know when it is being broken. We have a Charter of Rights & Freedoms in

Canada to protect us and I will never ever stop believing in the right to free speech. Are you paid opposition maybe? Get on here

and try to get everyone to wet their knickers. You've only been a member from 2018.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:51:17 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Retsbrew, You're in a bad mood today. Go take a hot bath, have a drink and cool off. Youre' attacking the wrong person

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:55:37 AM
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Common, be brave, listen to this video, and realize that you have power in the same way as all people do. Not oncials or their

servants, but people. Remember? We are people:) freedomplatform.tv/rose-icke-6-the-vindication

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 4:24:35 AM
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367, I am not attacking the wrong person and kindly refrain from advising me about anything. We have noticed that anyone

who likes alcohol, uses that as a Drst suggestion for whatever ails. Your prerogative naturally. I do support the meme: "My body,

my choice." And on occasions like this you may note, I use the royal, we.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 4:29:25 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What are these people you are so afraid of going to do to you when they charge you with a crime? Are they going serve a

warrant? Are they going to arrest you? I don't answer my door. So, unless a DA or Judge authorises a search warrant, Ive got

nothing to say to them. In fact, the sign on my door says "No trespassing.......All visitors must call my number and make an

appointment." My phone is set to block all unknown phone numbers so unless the person calling is on my private number

network they can't contact me. I throw all mail in the trash! Im considering removing my mailbox.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 8:13:06 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One might want to consider that internet attacks have gone up nearly everywhere; corporations and small business is dealing

with "outside forces" which appear hell-bent on doing damage. This hate group from outside the US Dts that proDle to a T.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 8:18:49 AM
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alavenptd.net
Joined On 5/11/2020 5:53:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For we wrestle not against Vesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,

against spiritual wickedness in high places. Ephesians 6:12   This war on truth is bringing to the attention of the world the cosmic

conVict between good and evil, Christ and satan. We are dealing with supernatural forces that HATE truth. Only with the aid of THE

ultimate supernatural will evil be exposed and truth win. It will win. However, the earth as we know it now, will be destroyed. Revelation

18. A new recreated one will replace it Revelation 21.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 2:55:51 AM
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ETCows
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:36:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN! Couldn’t agree with you more. As the earth gets older, evil just gets stronger as seen in the attempt to demonize & destroy

the nuclear family, murdering of babies at the alter of convenience, society attempting to turn everything & anything into a racial

war, white parents who just want the best for their children being marked as internal terrorists and now being monitored, the

alternative lifestyle pushed everywhere, and gender confusion taught in the public schools that our taxes support! And the beat

goes on, getting worse daily just like Revelation says it will. Lord be merciful to this sinner. And Lord, I pray you turn these evil

hearts to love. Yet the road is narrow and few Dnd it…

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 5:17:27 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're right; we need prayer; but we still have to deal with the physical world and do what we can to try to wake up the masses.

There is no doubt that "The God of this world, has blinded the eyes of the unbelievers, so that they can not see the truth..."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 7:45:10 AM
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Firegal152
Joined On 3/28/2015 6:50:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! From the beginning of this "plandemic" I was shocked at how quickly MOST of the entire world surrendered and bowed the

knee to whatever mainstream media spewed out from sources with an evil agenda. Fear mongering and hegemony have been

TEMPORARILY successful, BUT this will not last. Truth will eventually win the day though the battle be Derce in exposing the lies.

Most people have been duped, plain and simple. The planting of fear through a preponderance of lies was successful in Nazi

Germany. Their goal of a thousand year reign and their elimination of ALL undesirables seemed to be just around the corner, but

it came to an end after only twelve years, sadly, at great cost to many.

That ugliness, however, has reared its head once again but this time in our country by the implementation of lies. Hate develops

easily through irrational thoughts propelled by fear. I say, guard your hearts and your minds at all costs during these dark days.

The principalities and powers that are present in this country want division, hatred and destruction. Don't give way to it. Love

truth and, with respect, live to speak it no matter what. Don't be surprised if friends and family members turn against you. These

things were already foretold so take heart, "For God has NOT given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and of love and of a sound

mind." 2 Tim. 1:7

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 10:23:15 AM
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All your articles can be posted censorship free on Brighteon.social. All your videos can be posted on Rumble or Brighteon.social,

censorship free. Maybe right now Brighteon doesn't have the exposure you want, but the only way to get there is for people like you to

use it. Your followers will follow you there and discover a wealth of free speech topics, some crazies to be sure, but that's a

consequence of unfettered free speech.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 11:30:32 AM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never understood the "free 48 hour", then the article goes into paid subscription rule as a hack preventative.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 10:38:49 AM
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truthseeker7771
Joined On 10/23/2016 10:19:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I often wonder why Mercola does not go to a off shore server like natural news has.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 1:43:36 AM
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have also often thought that. Now so many more are using Brighteon like Stew Peters to do their interviews on. Mike Adams

surely saved his own life/business with his platform and now is helping others to save theirs.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 2:14:00 AM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

".....the mainstream press started calling on Substack to censor.." I am the lone voice out there apparently. I have blogged and been

outspoken about how we will NEVER win against mandates, passports and reset control over our lives if the monopolistic corp media in

America (mainly operated.by Atheist Gews and some Gentiles) are not investigated and busted up under anti trust laws. Dr. Mercola is

always on defensive as this article demonstrates. He needs to attack now instead of running to the next soon to be destroyed refuge.
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Letspring
Joined On 5/20/2021 5:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those that worship their teevees are hopelessly lost. I've wasted so much time and effort attempting to educate friends, family,

coworkers about our rulers, to no avail. We should all be aware of what they're capable of - see unrevised history describing the

evil atrocities in Russia about a hundred years ago when ~80M Christians were murdered. The current powers to be are

descendants of those responsible. Frightening, but true.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/7/2022 8:58:23 AM
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pjs5658
Joined On 4/21/2015 8:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

get religion out of this!! its the corporation greed, fauci, big pharma ,bezos .gates...pure evil..in this scamdemic
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My idea is to hit where they won't think. Use the internet for connecting with likeminded people and gaining ideas. Print up

posters, newsletters, Vyers, and leaVets at the local level. We can even exchange these in PDF form. I will be distributing Dr.

Mercola's articles which I have been saving on my hard drive too. To our hammering technocratic enemies everything looks like a

nail. Time to bring out the paper.
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PJS, I agree that it wasn't just Christians who numbered among the Holodomors.
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SuzieQ92
Joined On 2/7/2022 12:32:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For years I've been reading Dr. Mercola's articles, but this is my Drst time to comment. I have appreciated Dr. Mercola's information

more than ever as people have looked for a way to prevent and treat covid at home. Recently it began to bother me that Dr. Mercola

would scrub his articles after 48 hours but make them available if you want to pay for them. If it's a danger to have them out there, why

have them out there at all? I need things to make sense, and something isn't adding up. In this article Dr. Mercola wrote: "All proceeds

will be donated to our nonproDts, just like the proDts from my book — there is no Dnancial motivation for doing this. The reasons for

doing this will be revealed in due time." Personally, I believe we've come to "due time". Let's hear it, please sir.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can save every article yourself. Then you don't have to "search" for them. Depending on what browser you have there will be

3-dots/slashes in the top-right-corner (just under the "X"/close icon). Click on those 3 dots and a drop-down menu appears. Click

on "Print". Then go to the "destination" box and click it. Then click on "Save As PDF". A preview of the report will appear.

Highlight/Copy the title of the report just incase it doesn't autoDll and hit the "SAVE" button. Another window will open where you

chose the destination or you create a destination.

Check and make sure the Dle is named. On my browser it automatically creates a Dle name that is the title of the report because I

have Adobe Acrobat installed. If it didn't autoDll just right click in the Dlename box and paste the title of the report you just copied

and hit return. As for the videos, they are hit and miss. Usually I can hit the "play" button to start the video. Then I hover the

mouse pointer over the video and right-click. It will usually let you save it as a mp4 video. I name the mp4 the same name of the

title of the report, but if you can't do that there's another option.

Right click the video and a window will open. Click on "copy video URL" button and paste it to either the PDF you just created or

another document like WORD. I have the PDF editing software Adobe that lets me modify PDF's so I just past the URL right under

the title of the report. Unfortunately, it won't be the actual video, but it will the text version of the actual URL. Any time you want to

see the video you just cut and paste the URL into your browser and hit return.
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Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About moving to Substack: "All proceeds will be donated to our nonproDts, just like the proDts from my book — there is no Dnancial

motivation for doing this." In that case, just share all Mercola articles in a single BitTorrent Dle. In that way, anybody can download and

share them, truly uncensorable.
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What's wrong with just going to the nonproDt and getting the past articles?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been trying to install Utorrent on Linux. I'm currently using Mint Ulyssa with the Gnome 3 shell and haven't had any success

with what I've tried, so far. Any ideas? I've tried a few different sites that had code to copy and paste into terminal and nothing

has worked so far.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you tried Transmission, Randyfast? "Considering that it comes pre-installed on Ubuntu, it’s safe to say that it is probably the

most popular torrent client for Linux." itsfoss.com/best-torrent-ubuntu
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a little puzzled that my suggestion has been voted all the way to the bottom.
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

3 times now, I posted a simple comment on the "User friendly supplement guide" article and it's been deleted with no explanation. My

comment was not vile like some others here have been so I Dnd it very offensive and even suspicious that I've been censored for

sharing my opinions.  Yet Mercola himself constantly complains of others censoring him! What nonsense!
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tcgage
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:16:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't understand why you just can't leave all your archived articles on your own website. If you own a website, it can't be attacked, can

it?
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sli5142
Joined On 3/26/2016 11:47:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why can't I access the health articles on Mercola anymore? I used to be able to. Please let me know how I can access these older

articles.
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Islander
Joined On 3/26/2007 12:55:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clearly you haven't been following Dr. Mercola closely enough. He announced some time ago that because of the number of

times he's been attacked, badmouth and censored, he is making daily articles available for 48 hours only, after which they are

stored and inaccessible. Do you not see this information at the top of every page?  "Free speech is Veeting, this content will

disappear in: 31 Hours : 28 Minutes : 22 Seconds  Learn More" I suggest you scroll up and click on "learn more"... Although now

that he publishes on Substack, that message may no longer apply. Better stay tuned!
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sweetjane
Joined On 3/22/2008 11:07:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it’s unconscionable that you, Dr. Mercola, are trying to make me pay for information. I’ve been following you for way more than a

decade; introducing my friends to you by sharing your articles; supporting, Dnancially, many of the people and organizations you

sponsor; and buying your health products. Why not post on Mike Adams platform, Brighteon? It's free.
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